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1Chapter 1. Introduction 
In this thesis I shall examine the intersections between history and literature in the form of a 
case study. My topic is servanthood in medieval England – more specifically, in the 
fifteenth-century noble household – as evidenced by a small group of anonymous Middle 
English (ME) lyrics on the subject of servants. One of these lyrics2 has not been edited 
previously; this thesis is also an edition of that text. 
There are problematic aspects to examining the past through the lens of literature. It 
is clear that one cannot simply expect the literature of a certain time period to act as an 
unclouded mirror that reveals the customs of the past. However, literary evidence must by 
no means be discounted, although caution must be employed when interpreting it – as with 
any historical evidence. The three short ME lyrics studied here do not form a particularly 
wide-reaching corpus of evidence, but they are of great interest when investigating attitudes 
towards servants and servanthood that may have existed in late medieval England.3 Due to 
the prevalence of service discourse during the medieval period (cf. Horrox 2008b), there is 
a vast range of references to servants and service in ME literature. Including all ME 
material dealing with servants would be an insurmountable task. 
The servant lyrics I am studying have not garnered any significant scholarly interest 
in the past, most likely due to their status as anonymous, short lyrics: they do not stand out 
particularly from the vast collection of ME verse that has survived to the present day. The 
lyrics have certainly not been studied as a group connected by their subject matter, as I am 
going to do. Hence, the present study is of scholarly interest, and relevant to the study of 
English language and literature as well as the study of British cultural history. As will be 
detailed in Chapter 2 of this thesis, the subject of servants in medieval England has by no 
means been exhausted – on the contrary – so although the present study is small in scale, it 
provides an addition to the overall scholarship. In addition to this, Mertes (1988: 56) states 
that in pre-modern times, a significant portion of the population were servants at some stage 
of their lives. Considering this fact, it is clear that investigating servants in the Middle Ages 
can potentially reveal information about the lives of quite a large part of the medieval 
English population. 
This thesis draws from the fields of history, genre theory, and palaeography, among 
others. A multidisciplinary approach is necessary in order to be able to examine the most 
2 Found in National Library of Scotland MS Advocates 19.3.1, ff. 91r–92v, known in this paper as In a 
chambre V2 (see Section 4.1.1, especially Table 1). 
3 The poems are from fifteenth-century manuscripts. However, it is probable that they have been copied 
from earlier exemplars or based on oral sources. 
2relevant aspects of the servant lyrics. This thesis is an attempt to solve some of “the 
problems of the historical and social context of literature” (Nicholls 1985: 74) with regard 
to the small group of lyrics examined here. In the terms of Hans Robert Jauss (1979: 185; 
see Section 3.2.1), this is an attempt at “historical mediation”, i.e. reconstructing the context 
of a medieval text to make it accessible to a modern audience. 
In this thesis I shall consider the following questions relating to the servant lyrics 
and their contexts: 
 Can a genre/genres be defined for the anonymous lyrics examined? Is it 
possible to categorise the lyrics into more than one genre?
 How do the lyrics reflect fifteenth-century attitudes towards 
servants/servanthood? Do they, in fact, do so? 
 Why are negative views of servanthood prevalent in the lyrics? 
My aims in this thesis are to provide a sociohistorical, literary, genre and editorial context 
for the servant lyrics; to present my data; and to connect the lyrics by examining their 
themes and genres, especially the common historical context in which they were produced. 
One of the central aims of my thesis is to provide a scholarly transcription and edition of the 
previously unedited servant lyric, In a chambre V2. 
I shall begin by providing a (socio)historical context for the servant lyrics in Chapter 
2. Since the context of the lyrics is the fifteenth-century noble household, this is what I shall 
concentrate on; however, I shall also introduce other aspects of medieval service and 
servants that are helpful for my analysis. Chapter 3 contains the theoretical bulk of this 
thesis: in it, I shall provide a literary, genre and editorial context for the servant lyrics. I shall 
describe the lyrics in Chapter 4, concentrating on the manuscript data in more detail. In 
Chapter 5, I shall analyse the servant lyrics, utilising the multidisciplinary tools provided by 
previous chapters. Chapter 6 presents my conclusions and suggests possibilities for further 
research on this subject. Finally, Chapter 7 consists of the transcription, edition, and 
translation of In a chambre V2. These three levels of interpretation are provided in order to 
be of use for many kinds of readers. At the very end of this thesis, there is a glossary to help 
comprehend In a chambre V2, as well as appendices listing the manuscript context of that 
lyric and containing images of the manuscript. 
3Chapter 2. Sociohistorical context: The security of service
Rosemary Horrox holds that “service has some claim to be the dominant ethic of the middle 
ages” ([1994] 2008b: 61). By this she means that service, as a concept, was embedded deep 
in the structures of medieval culture. It was a society where hierarchies were of extreme 
importance (see Section 2.1). To some extent, service was something that everyone did, 
whether it was to a lord or to the Lord God. Forms of service ranged from domestic to 
religious to military and further. The term “service” had even broader connotations, being 
used in such varying contexts as manorial obligations, the obedience and respect that 
children should have for their parents, the attachment of lovers, and to express the help 
offered by social equals (Curry and Matthew 2000: xvii–xviii). This preponderance of the 
concept of service is highly relevant to the worldview in Section 5.3, and thus for the 
analysis there. 
Due to the increased interest in the lower classes and other less privileged groups in 
recent historical research, motivated e.g. by the rise in feminist scholarship, there have been 
more studies concerning servants. Almost every late medieval household had domestic 
servants (Horrox [1994] 2008b: 63). Also monastic households employed servants. 
However, in this thesis I will concentrate on the noble household, i.e. servants employed by 
the aristocracy, since that is the most likely context for the lyrics I am studying. Many 
aspects of service in general are also applicable to the aristocratic context. 
Because of the very nature of the evidence, much more documentation survives 
concerning nobles than their servants. But due to the almost symbiotic nature of master and 
servant, it is nearly inevitable that a study concerned with the “great” can bring to light at 
least fragments of the history of those who served them. Studies about the household 
usually cannot avoid the subject of servants, at least in brief. One of the most helpful works 
in this regard is Kate Mertes’ study (1988). Her history of the English noble household from 
1250–1600 interweaves the whole working of the household, with servants as a constant 
underlying presence. In addition, Chris Woolgar (1999), writing about the “great 
household” in late medieval England, includes a chapter devoted to the subject of servants 
(1999: 30–45). Rosemary Horrox’s contribution ([1994] 2008b) to her edited volume on 
fifteenth-century English social history concentrates on service from a broader perspective. 
In this chapter I shall present the sociohistorical background necessary for 
understanding the social and temporal context of the lyrics examined and analysed in 
Chapters 4 and 5. First I shall give a brief overview of the societal conditions in fifteenth-
century England; then I shall describe the more specific context of the noble household and 
4service/servanthood. This chapter will end with a brief discussion of the religious aspects of 
service, since that is also a relevant context for the lyrics. 
2.1 Fifteenth-century England as a society
In order to examine a specific aspect of social history, namely servanthood in the noble 
household, it is helpful to provide a more general background to start with. As mentioned in 
Chapter 1, this thesis focuses on the late medieval period – more specifically, the fifteenth 
century, since the lyrics I shall examine are from fifteenth-century manuscripts. Hence, in 
this section I shall give a brief overview of some general social aspects of fifteenth-century 
England. 
First, a brief note on periodisation. Historians have defined the fifteenth century in 
different ways, some choosing to end the period in 1485, with the coronation of Henry VII 
(i.e. a “short” fifteenth century), and others stretching the “fifteenth century” from 1399 to 
1509.4 The latter, broader definition makes it possible to include two influential events: the 
deposition of Richard II, which had a profound effect on the dynastic struggles of the 
period, and the reign of Henry VII (Woodcock 2010: 501). Even though precise dating is 
not of the utmost relevance for the current study, it is useful to adopt the historical concept 
of the long fifteenth century here, since the lyrics that will be examined in this thesis are on 
the boundaries of medieval and early modern, both time period and language-wise; and yet 
I think they can clearly be considered medieval (see Chapter 5). 
The fifteenth century was formerly frequently seen as the “waning” of the Middle 
Ages, as a flawed period before the bloom of the Renaissance. According to such views, 
e.g. Huizinga ([1924] 1970), the period was characterised by lawlessness and violence, and 
was “an epoch of fading and decay” (Huizinga [1924] 1970: v). Huizinga presents a rather 
negative view of the late Middle Ages, although at the same time he paints an alluring 
picture of decadence.5 Rosemary Horrox ([1994] 2008a: 1) points out that the Tudor myth 
and the lingering effects of Shakespeare’s history plays have also contributed to the fifteenth 
century’s negative (although also romanticised) image even among historians. Late 
medievalists have attempted to balance this unnecessarily one-sided image of the century. 
4 There are also other possibilities, either extending the medieval period even further or beginning the 
early modern period earlier; cf. Wiesner-Hanks (2006), where the early modern period is held to begin 
already around 1450. 
5 The following quote (also cited in Horrox [1994] 2008a: 1) is illustrative (Huizinga [1924] 1970: 18): 
“So violent and motley was life, that it bore the mixed smell of blood and of roses. The men of that time 
always oscillate between the fear of hell and the most naïve joy, between cruelty and tenderness, between 
harsh asceticism and insane attachment to the delights of this world, between hatred and goodness, always 
running to extremes.” 
5However, it cannot be denied that the political climate in fifteenth-century England 
was unstable and fraught with tensions which could (and often did) erupt into violence. 
During the Wars of the Roses, “the longest and most serious series of intermittent rebellions 
in late medieval English history” (Keen 1990: 191), people were not fighting a foreign 
enemy, but their own acquaintances and perhaps even friends (Horrox [1994] 2008a: 10). In 
addition to the Wars of the Roses, England was also formally at war with France during the 
years 1338–1453 (the Hundred Years’ War; Keen 1990: 131). When even the king was not a 
stable figure – there were, after all, altogether seven kings during the course of the fifteenth 
century, two of whom were deposed – how could a commoner hope for stability? There was 
general concern about the violence of the time, but it was a self-perpetuating circle, and thus 
difficult to stop (Keen 1990: 191). Also, despite the constant background tension even 
during the Wars of the Roses, actual hostilities were occasional rather than ceaseless: in 
their own country, nobles were not keen to take up arms (Keen 1990: 192, 196). Violence 
was undoubtedly a prominent feature of fifteenth-century English society, but it was not 
utterly unrestrained. England did not fall into anarchy during the Wars of the Roses, nor was 
the countryside plundered and ruined (Woodcock 2010: 507). 
The Black Death of 1348–49 and following outbreaks of the plague had radically 
cut down the population. The plague remained endemic in fifteenth-century – and, indeed, 
later – England (Keen 1990: 29), and thus the population was kept “artificially low” 
(Horrox [1994] 2008a: 3). Due to the reduced population, there was a rise in general living 
standards and e.g. increased labour opportunities for those who survived the outbreaks of 
the plague. However, this increase in material comforts came at a price for the survivors: 
they could partake of their current comforts in part because of the widespread mortality 
caused by the plague. This notion of opportunities being, in a sense, bought with the 
suffering of others suffused the attitudes of the time, and the idea of the instability of life 
was especially prominent (ibid.). However, in the fifteenth century, the plague was more a 
“fact of life” than the shattering event it had been in the fourteenth century (Horrox [1994] 
2008a: 12). 
Medieval society was deeply patriarchal and based on hierarchy (Horrox [1994] 
2008b: 61; see also Coss 2006, especially, with regard to the household, pp. 46–50). Earthly 
hierarchy was considered to be a reflection of heaven’s hierarchy: the divine order was used 
to justify hierarchic constructions on earth. In spite of this, social mobility was by no means 
unheard of in the fifteenth century. There were arguments according to which a person’s 
behaviour was dictated by the social class that person was born into, but according to 
6Horrox ([1994] 2008b: 61–62), literary tropes in that vein were not a reflection of reality. 
Instead, people should simply aim to behave in a manner appropriate to their current level 
of society, whether they had been born into that status or not. This view is based on a 
perception of class not depending on what one is, but more on what one does. Horrox 
([1994] 2008b: 62) states that during the later Middle Ages, this “essentially pragmatic 
perception of hierarchy” was quite common. However, despite some social mobility, the 
notion of social hierarchy remained one of the defining mental constructs in the Middle 
Ages and was generally accepted by the people of the time (ibid.). Deference to one’s social 
superiors was of utmost importance (Coss 2006; Horrox [1994] 2008b: 62–63). This 
deference, demanded by the hierarchical structures of medieval society, was evident in “all 
social and political discourse” (Horrox [1994] 2008b: 62–63). By its very nature deference 
called for obedience, which is a necessary characteristic in a service relationship. 
Fifteenth-century society was no longer based on feudalism; however, the term 
“bastard feudalism” is generally used for practices similar to feudalism, common in the 
period, in which the aristocracy gave rewards such as payment and livery in exchange for 
service in their household or retinue (Woodcock 2010: 513; Keen 1990: 19–23). Bastard 
feudalism was based on the deeply entrenched hierarchical structures of the society, where 
the less privileged served their social superiors in exchange for security and material 
benefits. 
Perhaps the most fundamental social theory of the Middle Ages was that of the three 
estates or orders (cf. Coss 2006; Curry and Matthew 2000: xviii; Dyer 1989: 16–26; Keen 
1990: 1–5). According to this theory, society was divided into three orders or estates: those 
who prayed, those who fought, and those who worked (oratores, bellatores, laboratores; 
Curry and Matthew 2000: xviii). The first estate was the clergy; the second, the aristocracy; 
and the third, the peasants. These conceptions were an ideal, never a reality. However, 
before the fourteenth century or so, they at least bore some resemblance to societal 
conditions in England (Keen 1990: 3–4). Fifteenth-century social hierarchies bore little 
relation to the fundamental divisions of the theory of the three estates, but the traditional 
views still lingered on (Keen 1990: 5). Social structure in fifteenth-century England was 
very different compared to what it had been in earlier medieval times. The fundamentally 
hierarchical nature of the society remained; however, the degrees of hierarchy were more 
varied. 
Another social theory of the time was the Aristotelian notion of the “body politic”. 
According to this model, the king was the head of the body of society, and all levels of 
7society were still a part of it: e.g. the aristocracy “as the shoulders and backbone, merchants 
as thighs [. . .], the legs as craftsmen and feet as ploughmen” (Woodcock 2010: 511). This 
model, although arguably containing slightly more social variation than the three estates 
model, has similar issues with being static and hence not being representative of fifteenth-
century society.6 The body politic is a deeply hierarchical model, just like that of the three 
estates. 
Yet another fundamental model intrinsic to late medieval society is the image of the 
Wheel of Fortune, found in many manuscript illuminations and other medieval art. This 
fatalistic image is an apt representation of the issues that preoccupied fifteenth-century 
society. The goddess Fortune’s wheel represented the role of chance in life and the 
transience of success: representatives of different social classes cling to the wheel and are 
cast up or down the social scale. As the wheel turns, “anyone who has risen must inevitably 
fall” (Horrox [1994] 2008a: 8). It is a powerful symbol for how the people of the time 
experienced the unreliability and changeability of life in the fifteenth century. 
2.2 The historical development of the noble household in England
In this section I shall trace the development of the noble household from early to late 
medieval times, concentrating as far as possible on how a fifteenth-century noble household 
would have operated, since that is the most relevant context for the lyrics examined in this 
study. 
First of all it is necessary to define some key concepts used in this thesis: “servant”, 
“noble”, and “household”. What must be clarified in relation to the term “servant” is that it 
here refers to household servants; however, as will be seen in Section 2.3, servants could 
also be of noble birth, so class-based notions related to the modern meanings of ‘personal or 
domestic attendant; one whose duty is to wait upon his master or mistress, or do certain 
work in his or her household’ (Oxford English Dictionary (OED), s.v. servant) should be 
discarded in the medieval context. Also, in the medieval period, “servant” does not seem to 
have been a demeaning term (Goldberg 2000: 2), but was used in a variety of contexts, 
similarly to the term “service” (cf. the beginning of this chapter). It is helpful to keep the 
wide connotations of “servant” in mind, even though the basic denotation here refers to the 
household servant. 
There can be no servants without the master they serve. Mertes (1988: 4) defines 
6 Despite this, the body politic model persisted well into the early modern period, too (cf. Wiesner-Hanks 
2006: 253–65). 
8“noble” as someone belonging to “the rich landowning classes, those whose wealth came 
from the land but who did not till it themselves”. A noble has sometimes been defined as 
one possessing parliamentary peerage, but Mertes sees this as too narrow a definition, since 
there were plenty of non-peers who nevertheless occupied a similar position in life (ibid.). 
In this thesis I will follow Mertes’ definition of noble, because it is wide enough to 
encompass the contexts necessary here. 
In addition to defining “servant” and “noble”, it is important to define the concept of 
“household” itself. Mertes, after acknowledging the difficulty of defining the term (due to 
its prevalence), outlines the following definition for “household”: 
a collection of servants, friends and other retainers, around a noble and possibly his immediate family, 
all of whom lived together unde[r] the same roof(s) as a single community, for the purpose of creating 
the mode of life desired by the noble master and providing suitably for [his] needs. (Mertes 1988: 5)
In addition to following her definition for noble, I will also follow Mertes’ definition of the 
household as a concept, since it is a succinct and useful one. It can already be seen from this 
definition that households were defined by the lord who was at their hub, and service to the 
lord was what household life primarily revolved around; catering to his (or her)7 needs was 
the prime raison d’être of the household members. Even though the specific structure of the 
household changed quite significantly during the Middle Ages, the basic purpose remained 
the same. 
The household as a concept in England goes back to the Anglo-Saxon period. It 
seems that domestic service began to be a significant factor in households at that time 
(Mertes 1988: 10). The household developed and changed considerably during the Middle 
Ages, as Mertes (1988) shows. The Norman Conquest brought French influence to the 
household, e.g. creating the initial division of the aristocracy being French-speaking (cf. 
Keen 1990: 223). Early households were, on the whole, very mobile – even the royal 
household changed location frequently. Hence, the household structure remained relatively 
simple at first, since the continual moving around did not enable a very complex structure 
of servants: having a large retinue was not feasible, since the itinerant households could 
move as often as every two weeks (Mertes 1988: 11). Accounting and archiving was not as 
essential a feature of early medieval households as it was later in the period; there is not 
much surviving evidence of household accounts from before the thirteenth century, 
7 Medieval households were predominantly a male sphere, although noblewomen could also be in ruling 
positions; this applied especially in the case of widows (see Mertes 1988: 54). See the end of this section 
for a brief discussion of this. 
9probably due to the accounts being destroyed after they had been checked and made 
obsolete (ibid.). 
The household began to lose its itinerant nature and develop into a more fixed 
construction in terms of location around the thirteenth to fourteenth centuries. This meant 
that households could grow in both size and complexity, and their structure began to be 
more complex also in terms of the servants employed. There are mentions of different 
classes of servant, such as grooms (Lat. garcio), valets (Lat. valettus) and gentlemen (Lat. 
generosus); however, there are few mentions from the thirteenth century of specific duties 
associated with a particular class of servant (Mertes 1988: 14). From the thirteenth and 
fourteenth centuries there survive vast amounts of documentary evidence, as household 
accounting also developed in complexity (Mertes 1988: 15). 
Household sizes kept growing through the medieval period, and fifteenth-century 
large households were on the scale of hundreds rather than tens of servants (Mertes 1988: 
177–78). The breakdown of the feudal system, replaced by a system based on clientage and 
indenture (see Section 2.1 above for the concept of bastard feudalism), was also a factor in 
the growth of the household. 
In the fifteenth century, the politically unstable climate also had an effect on the 
household. Mertes (1988: 187) suggests that “rather than overpowerful lords weakening the 
king’s authority, the weakness of royal control necessitated powerful lords”: the household 
rose as a politically important constituent in a society riddled with uncertainty. The actual 
structure of the household remained similar to previous centuries, however, even though the 
size increased (ibid.). Sometimes the size created problems, e.g. in the case of large 
numbers of unruly servants. 
The primary function of the household was to cater to its lord’s domestic needs. 
Late medieval households usually contained several departments that had different areas of 
specialisation with regard to domestic tasks: at a basic level, these would include the pantry 
(which provided bread), buttery (drink), kitchen (other foods) and marshalsea (which dealt 
with the horses) (Dyer 1989: 51). However, although the functions of the household centred 
on the consumption and production of domestic goods, it was far more than a domestic 
matter. During the Middle Ages, the household was an expression of political power and 
influence in addition to being the home (Keen 1990: 162; see also Mertes 1988: Chapter 4). 
The family was more than just a social unit: it was a part of the political and economic 
spheres as well (Mertes 1988: 64). A well-run household was a sign of wealth and good 
lordship. 
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I have been using the word “lord” to refer to the head of the household. As will be 
seen in the case of servants in the section below, “households were predominantly 
masculine societies” (Dyer 1989: 50). However, a woman could be – and frequently was – 
in charge of the household (i.e. its effective head) if, for instance, her husband was absent, 
or if she happened to be a widow with property. Riddy et al. (2007: 117) put it succinctly: 
the head of the household “is not necessarily a man, but it would be a mistake to assume 
that the idea of household authority was ungendered, or that woman as a household head 
was unproblematic.” 
2.3 Defining servants
In this section I shall define servants in two ways: first, by presenting medieval servants in 
their historical context, and second, by examining terms used for various types of servant in 
their linguistic context. I shall concentrate on the terms appearing in the lyrics examined in 
this thesis. 
2.3.1. Servants in the household 
The central question that this section will answer is the following: who could be a servant? 
What did servanthood mean – was it an identity, or more of a transitional period in life? The 
focus will be on servants working in noble households.8 Additionally, in this thesis I shall 
concentrate on male servants, since the lyrics examined are concerned with men (see 
Section 5.3.1). Indeed, the most common kind of household servant was a young single 
man. 
Women servants did not form a very large part of the medieval noble household, 
and they were usually restricted to serving the lady and any daughters. In addition, women 
could act as nurses, and households usually also had a washerwoman (Dyer 1989: 50; 
Woolgar 1999: 34). Mostly, women would have occupied positions of personal service, and 
most of them were gentlewomen or from otherwise well-to-do social positions (Mertes 
1988: 58–59). As mentioned in the previous section, noble households were predominantly 
a male sphere. One reason for there not being very many female servants is the misogyny 
inherent in much of medieval culture, with women considered to be untrustworthy; see 
Mertes (1988: 57–59) and Woolgar (1999: 34–36) for a discussion of the position of women 
8 P. J. P. Goldberg, in his article on servants in medieval England, concentrates on servants employed by 
“a master or mistress below the rank of aristocracy” (Goldberg 2000: 2). He mentions servants employed 
by the aristocracy, however, stating that it is “clearly a subject that deserves further attention, since it is 
evident that only some of the observations made in this chapter are transferrable to an aristocratic 
context” (2000: 2, footnote 4). I will therefore employ caution when referring to Goldberg’s work. 
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in the household.9 The lack of women is an especial feature of the noble household; in the 
non-aristocratic context, there was a far larger proportion of women engaged in service (see 
e.g. Goldberg 1992). 
Male servants, then, particularly single male servants, formed the greater part of the 
service community of a medieval noble household. There are instances of married men in 
household positions (Mertes 1988: 57), but they were not considered the most 
recommended servants. The marriage of servants, it was feared, would divide their 
allegiances and cause them to have “another centre of conjugality” (Mertes 1988: 180) as 
opposed to the noble conjugal couple that households were centred around. This might pose 
a threat to the unity of the household. There is not too much evidence of servants being 
explicitly forbidden from marrying, but married men did not tend to rise as far in the 
household hierarchy as unmarried men did. Even if a servant was married, his wife and 
family would generally live outside the household, even though there is evidence from the 
fifteenth century that households of rank could also employ married servants who both 
lived in the household (Woolgar 1999: 36). 
Some servants stayed in the same household all their lives. However, there is much 
evidence for what has been termed “life-cycle” service (Dyer 1989: 212; Moss 2007: 132; 
see also Goldberg 1992 for the non-aristocratic context). Life-cycle service can be defined 
as adolescents working in service before moving onto the next stage in their lives, i.e. 
marriage, which, in late medieval society, often took place relatively late (Goldberg 1992: 
Chapter 5). According to Woolgar (1999: 39), most servants were “overwhelmingly 
young”. In the late fifteenth century, people tended to enter service at around twelve years 
of age, and continued until they were in their mid-twenties (1999: 41). Child servants were 
a common occurrence in the medieval noble household, and were at the lowest end of the 
hierarchy (Mertes 1988: 30). 
It was also common for noble children to be sent away to serve in other noble 
households; this often happened when the children in question were quite young (Mertes 
1988: 53). Hence, servants could also be of noble birth, although most domestic servants 
were from peasant or yeoman10 families (1988: 61). It is important to note that in the Middle 
Ages, it was not at all demeaning for a high-ranking individual to serve another (Woolgar 
9 It was only during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries that domestic service became a predominantly 
female job, even though Woolgar claims “some blurring of the [male-centric] picture in the fifteenth 
century” (1999: 34). This can in part be explained by the household becoming an increasingly private 
domain after the Middle Ages, compared to its medieval status as a rather public site of politics.
10 See Section 2.3.2 below for a discussion of the term yeoman. 
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1999: 37). However, the servants in a household were usually not closely related to the 
family – the exception being the children sent into service. Actual servants usually never 
had a kin relationship to the lord they served under. Mertes (1988: 55) posits that this could 
also be due to the possible issues (relationship-wise) implicit for a lord in having family 
members as his servants. 
According to Goldberg (2000: 2), service implied a dynamic relationship. Horrox 
terms this a “personal” and “symbiotic” relationship ([1994] 2008b: 63, 66): there can be no 
servant without a master, and conversely, no master without servants. Both sides of the 
service relationship benefited from it (see Section 2.5). 
There is an interesting distinction that can be made between “doing service” versus 
“being a servant”, i.e. between servanthood as performance and servanthood as identity. Did 
a servant in the fifteenth century consider servanthood to be a part of his or her identity? In 
the medieval theory of the three estates (see Section 2.1), it is interesting that the theory is 
based on what people do. The estates, in a sense, are defined according to the tasks 
allocated to them (fighting, praying, or working), not according to some innate status. 
It is, of course, extremely difficult to posit whether servanthood, as such, was a 
feature of identity, or whether it was more about simply doing service. As can be seen from 
the commonness of life-cycle service, it is clear that for some – indeed, for many – 
servanthood was a stage in life before embarking on other pursuits and having a family and 
perhaps even servants of one’s own. However, for those who stayed in household service 
throughout their lives, it may well be that servanthood was more of a permanent identity. 
Also, as I mentioned at the very start of this chapter, service was not only something that 
domestic servants performed; to varying extents, it was part of life for almost every member 
of medieval society. 
2.3.2. Servant terminology
An important thing to consider when discussing servanthood in medieval England is the 
linguistic evidence as it is manifested in the lexicon of the time. What terms were used for 
servants? What divisions between servants’ tasks were so significant that they warranted a 
different name? It is relevant to define what the specific terms grouped under the hypernym 
of servant meant in their original historical context. It is not possible for me to go into the 
complex terminology in great detail in this thesis, or to discuss the French influence on the 
terms: suffice it to say that many servant terms are derived from Anglo-Norman. This 
reflects the French influence on English culture after the Norman Conquest. There were 
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numerous names for servants performing different tasks, especially towards the later Middle 
Ages. However, I shall only focus on the terms that appear in the lyrics treated in this thesis. 
These terms are the following (in their Present-Day English forms): knave, page, squire,  
and yeoman. 
Knave could be used as a term for a male child or boy (Middle English Dictionary 
(MED), s.v. knave; OED, s.v. knave), and also had meanings of ‘commoner, labourer’ and 
‘wastrel, rogue’ (cf. the most common present-day meaning of knave). However, the 
meaning of knave which is of interest in the household context is the following: 
2. (a) A servant, attendant, page; messenger; also fig.; (b) a stableboy, groom [sometimes 
difficult to distinguish from (a)]; (c) a kitchen boy, cook’s servant, scullion [. . . ].
 (MED, s.v. knave)
The OED defines this meaning of knave as ‘a boy or lad employed as a servant; hence, a 
male servant or menial in general’. It can be seen that knave was a rather general name for a 
servant, although it could have more specific meanings, depending on the tasks that the 
servant was given. From the quotations in the MED entry it cannot be seen whether this 
meaning of knave was necessarily imbued with any connotations of youth. 
Page (< Old French (OF)), on the other hand, is a term clearly related to young 
servants. They were “junior both in rank and age” (Woolgar 1999: 40). As mentioned, it 
was usual for children to be employed in service; this tendency especially increased after 
the Black Death, due perhaps to labour shortage (ibid.). According to Mertes (1988: 30), 
however, noble children in service were mostly called henchmen, not pages. Pages can be 
called “household boys” (Mertes 1988: 31), and were set all kinds of simple chores. The 
MED entry for page suggests that pages did indeed perform a variety of tasks: 
1. (a) A servant; the lowest-ranking servant in one of the departments in a royal, noble, or 
ecclesiastical household; [. . .] (b) a groom, stableboy; servant to tend livestock; (c) a personal 
servant, attendant; messenger; (d) an assistant to a huntsman, jailer, miller, or shepherd. (MED, 
s.v. page)
Children were often in the service of the lady of the household, performing tasks for her. 
They also often served in the kitchen. Pages were workers, but they were also educated in 
household matters, and as they grew to adulthood, they could eventually rise in the 
household hierarchy to become e.g. yeomen (Mertes 1988: 31). 
Squire (MED, s.v. squier; < OF/Anglo-Norman) is associated with military service: 
‘an esquire or a personal servant attendant upon a knight; a soldier below the rank of 
knight’; the OED adds the qualifier ‘a young man of good birth’, implying that squires were 
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noble servants. However, there is also a meaning of ‘a household attendant or servant; a 
retainer, follower; a page; also, a messenger’. This second meaning of squire overlaps with 
knave and page to some extent. Mertes groups squires with gentlemen (Lat. generosus), a 
term that must be distinguished from its modern meaning. A gentleman of the household 
was a servant of higher rank, although not necessarily noble-born (Mertes 1988: 27). 
The MED cites several submeanings for the first definition of yeoman (s.v. yeman). 
The first two submeanings are of particular relevance: 
1. (a) A free-born male attendant in a royal or noble household holding a rank above that of groom and 
page but below that of squire, a household official; an attendant or assistant to someone of higher rank, 
a retainer [. . .]; (b) a subordinate officer in a specific department of a royal or noble household, ranking 
below a sergeant and above a groom; also, as a prefix to the titles of various officers of the household 
[. . .]. (MED, s.v. yeman)
Yeoman is defined in the OED (s.v. yeoman) as ‘a servant or attendant in a royal or noble 
household, usually of a superior grade’. The word probably derives from the same as young 
man, which could also be used in the sense of ‘vassal or follower’. Eventually yeoman also 
came to mean ‘a commoner or countryman of respectable standing, esp. one who cultivates 
his own land’ (OED, s.v. yeoman; italics original). This meaning is not relevant for the 
present study, since it does not concern servants, although it was also current in the fifteenth 
century (cf. Almond and Pollard 2001: esp. 52, 54). 
It is important that we understand medieval terms related to servants and service “as 
discursive constructs” (Goldberg 2000: 2); finding fixed meanings is not as relevant as 
seeing the terms in context. This is why there will be more discussion of the terms defined 
above in Chapter 5 (especially Section 5.3.2), in the specific contexts of the servant lyrics. 
What should also be remembered is the “fluidity of social distinctions and the slipperiness 
of social terminology in the fifteenth century” (Almond and Pollard 2001: 75). 
2.4 Servants’ duties
Servants could be expected to perform a range of tasks, depending on their position in the 
household. A servant’s honour meant showing obedience to their master, i.e. a willingness 
to perform any specific services demanded by their lord; obedience, indeed, was central to 
the medieval concept of service and servants (Horrox [1994] 2008b: 70). 
The preparation and serving of food was a time-consuming and predominant task in 
the noble household (Dyer 1989: 53). Indeed, the cook was probably one of the first 
servants with a specialised task (Mertes 1988: 34). The kitchen staff and other servants 
working with the preparation of food formed a large part of the household. 
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Servants could have a lot of responsibility in addition to entirely domestic tasks. 
They could partially be in charge of the household’s financial business and accounting (see 
Mertes 1988: Chapter 3). An important task was also riding in negociis domini, ‘upon the 
lord’s business’ (Mertes 1988: 121), i.e. servants taking part in their master’s political life. 
Servants were also required to act as messengers; noble-born servants were used especially 
for more delicate matters (Mertes 1988: 122–24). These were some of the ways in which 
servants, especially the noble-born, could have opportunities for (limited) power. 
Personal or chamber servants were a feature of almost every household; however, 
their tasks were rarely specified, since the type of service they provided was by nature much 
more dependent on their master’s personal requirements. Women tended to employ more 
personal servants compared to men, and also depended on them more for companionship, 
since their personal servants were some of the few female servants in the household, as 
mentioned above (see also Mertes 1988: 42–43). Literate servants could act as secretaries or 
scribes for their masters (Mertes 1988: 44), and could also tutor noble children (1988: 171). 
There is little evidence for how servants were trained in their various duties, apart 
from the fifteenth-century courtesy books (Woolgar 1999: 38; on courtesy books, see 
Section 3.1.3). Other treatises (such as cookery books) seem to have been used to help their 
readers remember rather than to learn. Most servants seem to have learnt their jobs in the 
household (Woolgar 1999: 38). 
In keeping with the general tendency for increased complexity in the household, 
servants’ duties and the names for a particular type of servant grew more and more diverse 
and complex as the Middle Ages progressed, and there was increased specialisation in tasks. 
However, being a servant was, fundamentally, about far more than the specific duties 
assigned. At its foundation, service was a relationship between the master and the servant 
(see Section 2.3). 
2.5 The disadvantages and benefits of service
This section will discuss the benefits as well as the possible disadvantages of being 
employed in service, and is of great relevance to the analysis in Section 5.3.3. 
The concept of the familia is a relevant one with regard to the benefits of 
servanthood. Medieval Latin familia does not mean quite the same as the modern ‘family’; 
it is a term for the household itself (Mertes 1988: 176). Even so, due to the prevalence of a 
nuclear family model and the “absence of close extended-family ties” (Mertes 1988: 160, 
182), familia eventually assumed some of the roles and functions that a wider kinship 
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network would have had. Thus, sometimes the line between family and familia can be very 
hard to draw – and indeed, is perhaps even unnecessary. What is relevant here is that 
servants were certainly part of the familia in a medieval (noble) household. In some ways 
this can be seen as a benefit: if servants were considered part of the unit of the household, 
they would perhaps be more likely to retain security. Some ways in which households 
maintained the connection to the familia were e.g. attending chapel all together, and the 
practice of communal eating: the entire household eating together, seated according to rank 
but nevertheless in the same hall (Mertes 1988: 179–80). Household activities such as 
eating together made sure servants were oriented “towards the group” (1988: 180). This 
limited the autonomy and independence of servants, making for greater control. 
Servants were under the jurisdiction of the household, as were the peasants in the 
surrounding village(s): effectively, that is, controlled by the lord who was at the household’s 
centre (Woolgar 1999: 43). The head of the household had a right – almost a duty – to 
control and discipline his servants, even when the number of household members was huge, 
as was often the case in the fifteenth century. Servants could be disciplined e.g. for uttering 
seditious language or fighting (1999: 44), and were rather tightly controlled. This may seem 
somewhat of a disadvantage of service, but the people of the time seemed to accept the 
jurisdiction of the household (Mertes 1988: 177). 
Despite the discouragement of fighting, it may have been quite common for 
hostilities to arise among members of different households from opposing factions during 
times of especial upheaval in the fifteenth century. The disagreements of their lords could 
prompt servants to attack each other, in a manner reminiscent of vendettas between kin 
groups; their masters did not oppose this, but sometimes even encouraged it (Mertes 1988: 
176–77). Thus, fifteenth-century societal conditions contributed to the phenomenon of 
servant violence. This violence could also affect servants who were not part of the original 
quarrel, especially if it led to death: revenge could result in any member of an enemy 
household being indiscriminately killed (Mertes 1988: 176). 
Horrox suggests that in the fifteenth century and earlier, there was a good deal of 
hostility towards servants who acted in an arrogant, overly proud manner. It was one of the 
duties of lords to stop their servants from exhibiting such arrogant behaviour, both because 
the aristocracy had a duty to uphold the social order, and because if their servants were too 
unruly, it would reflect badly upon their skills of lordship (Horrox [1994] 2008: 77). Lords 
and servants should keep each other’s interests in mind; as has been mentioned, it was – 
ideally – a mutually beneficial relationship. 
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Household service offered servants several gains, such as upkeep, some material 
benefits, and relatively high standards of living. Indeed, someone with a good position in a 
noble household was considered privileged, and might have to face hostility from outsiders 
resenting the privileges enjoyed by household servants (Woolgar 1999: 30). Many servants 
received wages from their employers; however, there were many other material benefits. 
The most noteworthy of these were accommodation and food, as well as fuel and other 
assets (Woolgar 1999: 31): essential elements for a secure life. The length of the working 
day depended on the servant’s position. It could be extremely long for some (Woolgar 1999: 
39), but at its end, the servants would at least know that they had a roof over their heads. 
Servants were often issued livery11 by their lords, another material benefit. The 
quality of the livery given to servants depended on their rank and on the affluence of the 
house (Woolgar 1999: 32). The comfort and magnificence that livery could embody was 
one of the most obvious outward approaches by which lords displayed their power (Mertes 
1988: 132). This was one of the ways for lords to garner respect based on their servants 
(although in general, it incurred respect merely to have servants waiting on one; Mertes 
1988: 103). There was sometimes discussion of servants wearing clothes that were 
inappropriate to their station – there was the danger that they might adopt “the outward 
signs of [. . .] gentility” (Mertes 1988: 69). Sumptuary laws governing the clothes allowed 
to be worn by different social classes (in effect, what not to wear) were supposed to be 
followed (1988: 68). However, servants in a noble household were allowed more leeway 
than their social peers who were not employed in service, i.e. they could get away with 
wearing clothes that bordered on the aristocratic. This was another clear advantage to 
service as an occupation. 
A servant might stay in the same household for a very long time, even lifelong, and 
there would have been opportunities for advancement through the ranks of servants. As 
mentioned in Section 2.3.1 above, however, the presence of “life-cycle” servants was quite 
a common feature in late medieval households, and the transience caused by life-cycle 
service was a feature of the fifteenth century, especially for non-aristocratic servants (cf. 
Woolgar 1999: 37). This transience of service may account for attitudes according to which 
service was an insecure occupation (cf. Chapter 5). 
Lords also had a responsibility for their servants. Servants could be employed by 
contracts, i.e. formal agreements (Lat. conventio; Woolgar 1999: 30), which made for more 
11 Livery, in this context, can be defined as “cloth of a quality appropriate to their rank, sometimes made 
up into clothing” (Woolgar 1999: 31).
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security. Importantly, servants could be provided for even when they were no longer 
capable of work due to old age (Mertes 1988: 158; Woolgar 1999: 39). Sometimes yearly 
masses could be held for dead servants on behalf of their master (Mertes 1988: 157). This 
must have been a relatively important benefit, since it was believed that every mass for the 
dead relieved their suffering in purgatory (Aston [1994] 2008: 210). 
In the event of their lord’s death, there were usually decent arrangements for the 
servants (e.g. Woolgar 1999: 39; Goldberg 2000: 18). If the household broke up, servants 
would receive final payments as well as a set of mourning livery to be worn at the funeral 
(Woolgar 1999: 39). Servants also often received bequests from deceased employers 
(Goldberg 2000: 18; Mertes 1988: 182; Woolgar 1999: 32–33). Sometimes nobles would 
even provide post-mortem provisions for their servants, making sure they received salaries 
for a few months after the death (Woolgar 1999: 39). Servants could also be taken into the 
household of another noble after the death of their own master. This made for additional 
security and continuation of their positions (Woolgar 1999: 37). 
Servanthood could also act as a way of social ascendance (Mertes 1988: 65). This 
was perhaps one of the most important benefits of service: serving one’s social superiors 
“confer[red] honour by association”, since due to the potentially responsible and important 
tasks the master might command the servant to undertake, the servant’s importance was 
also recognised (Horrox [1994] 2008b: 68, 67). Some kinds of household service may even 
have brought the servant some form of gentility, especially in the case of personal servants 
of nobles; they themselves were already nearly gentlemen, and thus had especially good 
opportunities for upward social mobility (Mertes 1988: 27, 166). However, due to the strict 
English system of peerage, servants would not truly be regarded as a noble despite their 
descent. Hence, living in the house of one’s kinsman would have been seen as a step 
downwards on the social ladder, and would have created social tension between family 
members. If one were of noble stock, serving in another household (especially one higher in 
rank) was beneficial to one’s social position, but serving in one’s relatives’ household could 
be considered demeaning for a person of noble birth. Not all household service was 
therefore advantageous. 
In general, though, service seems to have been a stable and secure occupation, at 
least if one were servant to a lord of means. Life as a (household) servant would have been 
relatively secure and even comfortable, and as a servant, a person could be better off than 
what their situation at birth would have suggested (Mertes 1988: 74). Horrox concurs, 
saying that service “was perhaps the most effective method of social advancement in the 
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later middle ages” ([1994] 2008: 67). All in all, Mertes (1988: 74) suggests that maintaining 
a household position was not especially difficult. Household servants, if they performed 
their work in a satisfactory manner, would have quite a secure and comfortable life, 
possibly far above their social status at birth. Woolgar (1999: 45) corroborates Mertes’ 
study, stating that especially with regard to the “security of their livelihood” and the benefits 
they received by virtue of being in the service of a lord, servants were in a far more secure 
and privileged position than the majority of medieval society. As has been seen in this 
section, the benefits of servanthood were by far greater than any disadvantages. 
2.6 The religious aspects of service
It is a truism that medieval England, a “single-religion society” (Tanner 2009: 145), was 
profoundly Christian. Christianity and its ethics permeated almost every aspect of medieval 
life, and service is no exception. This section will examine how deeply tied in service was 
with the religious notions of the time, and what the concept of service could mean in a 
medieval religious context. 
While the ethic of service may not have shown up in practice everywhere in late 
medieval Christianity, at the theoretical level it is a fundamental concept for the entire 
religion. Jesus himself is called a servant of God (e.g. Matt.12:17–18), and there are several 
Bible verses that call attention to the notion of service, especially in the sense of serving 
others, not being served oneself (e.g. Matt.20:26–28). The themes of servants and service 
come up frequently in the Bible, servants being exhorted to obey their masters (Tit.2:9). 
It is noteworthy to remember that the clergy were also often servants, in more than 
the mere spiritual sense of the word. Since almost every noble household had a chapel of 
their own, chaplains and other clerical employees were also part of the serving household 
(Mertes 1988: 46–47). Servants of God were also servants of an earthly master. The chapel, 
in most households, was a separate department of its own (1988: 48). Household chapels 
could provide a daily mass, together with other divine services, including the masses said 
for the dead (1988: 149). The liturgical year was strongly present in the noble household. 
The vocabulary of service is integral to Christianity. The OED (s.v. service) defines 
one of the meanings of service as ‘the condition or fact of being a servant (of God)’, citing 
mostly medieval examples. In both the OED and the MED it can be seen that the 
connotations of service encompass many features of society, but with significant religious 
submeanings, e.g. the word service being used for Christian worship and ceremonies, 
especially the mass. Religious vocabulary is rife with terms from the semantic field of 
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service, even down to God (and Jesus Christ) being called Lord. Goldberg (2000: 2) 
theorises that the many uses – especially including the religious uses – of the “vocabulary of 
servanthood” affected how medieval people saw the concept of service. The lords who 
commanded their servants, for instance, were the same lords who perused their devotional 
literature and saw themselves as servants of God. Here it can be seen how the medieval 
notions of hierarchy extended right up to God, the highest master of them all. However, the 
fact that a great lord could also be viewed as a servant caused the term “servant” to have far 
more connotations than the more demeaning ones of “dependence, subordination, or menial 
office” (ibid.). The relationship between God and his worshippers was also a service 
relationship, viewed in similar terms as secular service. Indeed, the fundamental aspect 
about the concept of service in medieval Christianity is that everyone was a servant of God. 
Chapter 3. Theoretical context: Literary history, genre and editing
In addition to the sociohistorical background presented in the previous chapter, it is 
necessary to have a theoretical basis for the analysis in Chapter 5. Continuing the 
multidisciplinary approach, I shall present viewpoints from three subfields of the study of 
English language and literature in this chapter: the context of fifteenth-century English 
literature, the field of genre theory, and the field of scholarly editing. 
3.1 Literary context: Secular lyrics, fifteenth-century literature, and courtesy books
The servant lyrics can be classified as fifteenth-century secular lyrics (although other, 
narrower classifications are also possible, depending on the viewpoint; see Section 5.2.2). 
Hence, it is necessary to provide a brief background for both secular lyrics and fifteenth-
century English poetry in general. This section will discuss both these aspects, as well as 
giving a brief overview of the nature of courtesy books, in order to set the servant lyrics in 
their literary context. 
3.1.1. Secular lyrics
First of all, the term “lyric” must be defined. Rosemary Woolf – who, while focusing on 
religious lyrics, has useful definitions for lyrics in general – cautions against viewing this 
term with modern eyes, since although medieval lyrics are so termed according to a 
common convention, medieval people did not conceive of them as “lyrics”; the term first 
appears in the sixteenth century (1968: 1; see also Fuller 2010: 258). The modern 
associations of lyrics are often connected with light-heartedness and melodiousness, in 
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contrast to more “serious” poetry (Woolf 1968: 1). Medieval lyrics, however, are 
heterogeneous and can deal with virtually any subject matter (such as, for instance, servants 
and service). Rossell Hope Robbins, in his collection of medieval secular lyrics, accepts 
Carleton Brown’s broad “definition of a lyric as any short poem” (1955: v; emphasis mine). 
R. T. Davies has a similarly wide definition of “a shorter poem” (1963: 46). Arthur K. 
Moore, in his review of ME secular lyrics, describes medieval lyrics as “a rapidly shifting 
concept” (1951: 5), judging the lyric highly challenging to pin down as a term. However, he 
does present the following definition: 
It is convenient therefore to regard lyric as amplified exclamation in verse; that is, direct 
or indirect commentary on segments of experience, ideally marked by freedom of the 
emotions and liveliness of the imagination. (1951: 6)
There is also an association of the lyric with music and song (Fuller 2010: 258), even 
though it cannot be said whether most medieval lyrics were intended to be sung. There are 
certainly those that were intended for reading (called “art lyrics” by Moore 1951). However, 
there are also lyrics for which musical notation survives (Fuller 2010: 271). 
Those ME lyrics which are called secular mean the non-religious lyrics.12 However, 
this boundary can sometimes waver due to the medieval bent for religion permeating most 
aspects of life, and defining secular lyrics, like lyrics in general, can be a difficult task. It 
should also be remembered that secular models could influence religious lyrics, e.g. in the 
case of praising the Virgin Mary in terms that could also be used in courtly love poems 
(Robbins 1955: xx–xxi). Religious and secular lyrics can share essentially all 
characteristics, from imagery to metrical patterns (Speirs 1957: 47). Robbins (1955: xvii) 
and Davies (1963: 37) mention the predominance of religious compared to secular lyrics, 
however. There is far more secular lyric poetry surviving from the fifteenth than the 
fourteenth century; however, there is still comparatively little secular poetry as opposed to 
the amount of religious poetry (Robbins 1955: xxii). 
The division into religious and secular is a rather basic dichotomy in academic 
writing on the subject. However, Moore, who otherwise sustains this division, also at times 
implies a tripartite division of medieval lyrics into religious, didactic, and secular (e.g. 
1951: 18; he first mentions “lyrics of all kinds”, then names these three). This, I think, is not 
as fruitful a division, since didactic is more a matter of tone than of subject matter: 
12 George Kane’s (1972) essay considers the lyrics from the point of view of literary history, calling for a 
historically oriented examination and re-study of ME secular lyrics and outlining the difficulties inherent 
in this undertaking. However, in this essay Kane does not define secular lyrics, merely speaking of “the 
poems which by convention we call secular lyrics” (1972: 110).
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didactic/instructional strategies can be used for the purposes of both religious and secular 
instruction. As will be seen in Chapters 4 and 5, some of the servant lyrics are clearly 
didactic, but they remain secular lyrics despite the didacticity and references to God. 
As has been mentioned, lyrics can deal with almost any subject matter. Although 
many of the secular lyrics are love poems (e.g. the famous lyrics in British Library MS 
Harley 2253), not all secular lyrics deal directly, or indeed at all, with love (Fuller 2010: 
271). Secular lyrics are filled with conventions and formulae, as well as common attitudes 
(e.g. Fuller 2010: 271). This is to be expected: medieval literature in general, especially 
poetry, operated largely within conventions (see Section 3.2 below). 
3.1.2. Fifteenth-century English poetry
Although most medieval poems are anonymous (Fuller 2010: 259) – and this is true also of 
most surviving literature from the fifteenth century – there are some poets of the time whose 
identity is known. Among the most famous were Thomas Hoccleve (c. 1387–1426) 
(Edwards 2010: 521) and John Lydgate (c. 1370–1499 (Edwards 2010: 524), called by 
Moore (1951: 2) the “tedious monk of Bury St Edmunds”). William Dunbar (c. 1460 – c. 
1513?) (Edwards 2010: 527) is also worth mentioning, although he was Scottish, not 
English. 
Hoccleve and Lydgate are both known for praising Chaucer, and indeed, Chaucer’s 
works had a profound influence on fifteenth-century poetry (Edwards 2010: 522–26). 
Chaucerian influences, linguistic and stylistic, can be detected in the work of both these 
poets, as well as many others. According to A. S. G. Edwards (2010: 523), to study 
fifteenth-century literary language is to study the appropriation of Chaucer’s lexis and the 
literary effects related to that lexis. In effect, Chaucer’s idioms were assimilated into the 
poetical language; it could be said that the century was poetically indebted to Chaucer. 
A rather distinctive feature of some fifteenth-century poetry is “aureate diction”. 
This means a style of writing where polysyllabic words of Latin origin are used abundantly 
for special poetic effect (Edwards 2010: 526–27; Davies 1963: 26; Bergner 1995: 46). 
Aureate diction is a feature of poetic register, with both lexical and tonal effects. Moore 
(1951: 123), with typical disparagement, calls aureate-style poems “ornamental vaporings”. 
Aureation was an especial feature of Lydgate’s poetry, but found imitators in e.g. Dunbar. 
Lydgate uses the style “for occasions of high seriousness” (Edwards 2010: 526), often in a 
religious context. 
Throughout the Middle Ages, there was no strict separation between sacred and 
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secular (cf. Section 2.6). Indeed, since the world was created by God, there could be no 
entirely secular domain (Fuller 2010: 258).13 This can be seen in almost all medieval 
literature, and the fifteenth century is no exception. The religious context tends to be present 
in the literature of the time even in secular lyrics, since they were also “nurtured by a 
didactic and religious ethos” (Davidoff 1988: 34). It was “a world in which finally 
everything has its meaning in relation to religion” (Fuller 2010: 272), and “all problems and 
conflicts had a religious frame of reference” (Robbins 1955: xvii). 
Fifteenth-century texts can also reflect the uncertain political conditions of the 
period, even though there is little outright criticism against the ruling elite. E.g. Malory’s 
Morte Darthur (c. 1470), which is not a poem, but nevertheless a text representative of the 
period, can be seen to mirror the “destructive factionalism” of the time (Woodcock 2010: 
507). In terms of verse, Hoccleve’s The Regiment of Princes and Lydgate’s The Fall of  
Princes are both related to themes of governance. Death is also a prominent theme in the 
poetry of the time (Davies 1963: 41). 
Literary scholarship has sometimes considered the fifteenth century a slump of sorts 
in English literature, especially in comparison to Chaucer.14 E.g. Moore (1951: 155) 
describes it in such terms as “cautious and uninspired”, “indifferent”, and, crushingly, 
“debris”. Moore is markedly vitriolic towards fifteenth-century poetic efforts, calling the 
poetry of the time “filled with trite pleasantries, personified abstractions, and stereotyped 
sympathies” (1951: 37); he even labels fifteenth-century poetry as ranking with “the worst 
ever caught up in the record of English literature” (ibid.). This is an extreme example, but 
representative of the negative views. Kane (1972: 115) also remarks briefly on the “marked 
deterioration in the quality of versifying by fifteenth-century art poets”.
David Lawton (1987) has discussed the fifteenth century’s reputation as a “dull” 
period for English literature, during which no particular innovations were made, when 
writing was mostly conventional and commonplace (1987: 761). Lawton concentrates on 
more famous lyrics (Hoccleve, Lydgate, and other poets whose names are known), and on 
poems of the public sphere, unlike the anonymous secular lyrics that this thesis is concerned 
with. His article is nevertheless a useful reinterpretation of the conceptions about fifteenth-
century English literature. He asserts that one of the important things about the period is that 
13 Moore (1951: vii, 4), in contrast, says that “the separation of profane song from religious accurately 
represents the medieval attitude”, and “the division of lyric by pious and profane is altogether significant 
of the medieval attitude”. He implies that the clergy created this “rather artificial division” (1951: 2). 
14 Cf. the earlier negative views of the fifteenth century as a period (Section 2.1). In the words of Huizinga 
([1924] 1970: 135, 308), speaking of the poetry of the time: “Living emotion stiffens amid the abused 
imagery of skeletons and worms”; “profound pessimism spread a gloom over life”. 
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fifteenth-century literature, society and history cannot be strictly separated. Fifteenth-
century literature formed a culture, and was part of a culture – “a culture in which lord and 
servant share the same concerns and a similar, Boethian, frame of reference” (1987: 789). 
What Lawton is referring to with this “Boethian” frame of reference is, among other things, 
the tendency of fifteenth-century poets for self-depreciation, humility and a certain 
negativity. Contempt of the world is a common medieval theme, and was perhaps especially 
prominent in the later Middle Ages (Davies 1963: 40–41). The general literary mood in the 
fifteenth century may have been pessimistic; however, this is no reason to condemn the 
entire period. 
3.1.3. Fifteenth-century courtesy books
Jonathan Nicholls’ study (1985) remains the definitive work on medieval courtesy books. 
Nicholls considers courtesy books a genre; however, I shall discuss them here, instead of as 
a part of Section 3.2. The reason for this is that while courtesy books are useful in terms of 
background and comparison for my analysis in Chapter 5, the lyrics  examined in this thesis 
are not representatives of the courtesy book genre. Hence, it is more appropriate to present a 
brief discussion on courtesy books here, as part of the literary background. 
Courtesy books mean literature that attempts to “instruct the nobility and their 
children in matters of etiquette, discipline and practice” (Woodcock 2010: 513). ME 
courtesy books date mostly from the fifteenth century (Nicholls 1985: 2). Many courtesy 
books are clearly intended for children in a noble household, and at least operate under the 
assumption that their audience is set in such a household (Mertes [1994] 2008: 55). 
Education in the form of literature was part of household training in addition to the practical 
lessons of being socialised into the workings of the household and “learning to survive as 
servants” (Mertes 1988: 175). Courtesy books were circulated widely especially during the 
fifteenth century; there are many surviving copies of the various treatises (Mertes 1988: 
174). They were very popular (“a kind of popular culture of the nobility”, Mertes [1994] 
2008: 43), and varied in length (ibid.). In terms of manuscript context, courtesy books are 
often found in commonplace books (i.e. miscellanies or household books; see Section 4.1.1 
for this term). Academic learning is not the most noteworthy subject in courtesy books, 
even though the vocabulary of courtesy was also taught in them (Nicholls 1985: 16). 
Instead, the books were intended for learning social rules and the correct ways to behave in 
an aristocratic environment. Most courtesy books are concerned with the importance of 
meals, table etiquette, and outward behaviour; unlike in much medieval instructional 
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literature, moral instruction is not the main objective (Nicholls 1985: 14). However, 
courtesy books are certainly a part of didactic literature (ibid.). The rules of courtesy were 
considered to have divine authority (Nicholls 1985: 21). 
Some courtesy books explicitly instruct their readers or hearers in the duties of 
service. According to Mertes (1988: 174), these books concentrating on service were for 
“youngsters making a career of household service”. The following example is from The 
Babees Book (ll. 106–8; Furnivall [1868] 1969: 5): 
(1) ¶ Yif that yee se youre lorde or youre lady
Touching the housholde speke of eny thinge, 
Latt theym alloone, for that is curtesy
‘If you see your lord or lady / speaking of the household / 
do not disturb them, for that is courtesy’15
Courtesy books were connected with noble service and the importance of social rank and 
deference (Mertes [1994] 2008: 47). Woodcock (2010: 513) links the popularity of courtesy 
books with the rise of class consciousness in the fifteenth century. However, despite the 
continued popularity of courtesy books among the nobility, Nicholls (1985: 70–73) also 
discusses their appeal to the merchant classes, stating that “by the later  fifteenth century, 
vernacular social instruction was being demanded by many ranks of society” (1985: 73). 
Nicholls (1985) uses courtesy books as a background aid in examining literature – 
in his case, the works of the Gawain-poet. According to Nicholls (1985: 74), courtesy 
books provide a “unique advantage” for “the critic interested in solving the problems of the 
historical and social context of literature”. Solving some of these problems is one of the 
intentions of my thesis, as mentioned in Chapter 1. In my analysis in Chapter 5 (especially 
Section 5.3) I intend to apply the social and historical background provided by courtesy 
books in an approach similar to Nicholls’s. 
3.2 Genre context: Theoretical frameworks and two medieval genres
One of the central theoretical backdrops to this thesis is genre theory.16 Genre can be 
defined as a conventional (sometimes formulaic) grouping or “kind” of text (speech or 
writing) that can be identified with the help of external criteria such as formal features, 
themes, purpose, or intended audience, and in comparison to other genres. Genre is a 
“universal dimension of textuality” (Frow 2006: 2). In this section I shall present two more 
15 Translations from ME are mine. 
16 This section does not aim to discuss the development of genre theory; for such an overview, see e.g. 
Frow (2006: Chapter 3). 
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abstract theories of genre, complementary to each other: the seminal theory of Hans Robert 
Jauss (1979, 1982) and the recent theory of John Frow (2006), also drawing on other 
sources. I shall proceed from the abstract to the more specific, moving on to discuss two 
medieval genres in more detail: the chanson d’aventure and the carol. 
3.2.1. The open horizon of medieval texts
An essential aspect to consider when examining medieval genres is Hans Robert Jauss’s 
concept of the “horizon of expectations” (see e.g. Jauss 1979, 1982).17 This term concerns 
how the reader is oriented into the text and how the text is received, and forms part of the 
“preunderstanding of a genre” (Jauss 1979: 214). In essence, the horizon of expectations 
means the outlook with which a reader enters a text, the structured background knowledge 
and cultural information that influence how the text will be received and understood (see 
also Frow 2006: 147, s.v. horizon of expectations). This horizon of expectations can be 
triggered by conventional openings (see Section 3.2.3). The medieval horizon of 
expectations of the “addressees for whom the text was originally composed” (Jauss 1979: 
182) is fundamentally different from a modern worldview. 
Another central concept for Jauss (esp. 1979) is the “alterity” of the Middle Ages, 
i.e. the difference and distance separating the medieval world from the present day. 
According to Jauss (1979: 187, 203; 1982: 108), there is no unbroken literary continuum 
from antiquity to the present day: using a term from the field of cultural studies, it could be 
said that medieval literature is the “Other”. Due to this alterity and otherness, the modern 
reader cannot immediately perceive medieval texts from the appropriate horizon of 
expectations. However, Jauss believes that the “experiential horizon” can be reconstructed 
to an extent, and that this reconstruction can be done through “historical mediation” (1979: 
185).18 
For examining medieval genres, Jauss advocates the standpoint of the historical 
period in question, not a universalist point of view influenced by modern attitudes. 
Historical context is important: Jauss (1982: 105) calls for a “historicization of the concept 
of form”. Jauss claims (1979: 209) that it is possible – in principle – to reconstruct “the 
primary social and communicative function of literary genres” in spite of the relative lack of 
evidence from the “medieval life-world”. Jauss (1982: 100) considers genres to be 
17 Jauss (1979: 214) also formulates it the “horizon of expectation”, in the singular. However, since he 
predominantly uses “horizon of expectations” in the material that I am using in this thesis, that is the form 
that I adopt here. 
18 See Chapter 1; this thesis is also a foray into historical mediation. 
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“primarily social phenomena”. His theory (e.g. 1979: 214) calls for a bottom-up rather than 
a top-down approach to genre classification: interrogating individual texts and forming 
theories based on what is found in the texts, rather than achieving classifications through a 
normative generative model. Jauss (1982: 93–94) believes that by examining individual 
texts, it is possible to achieve a systematic classification of medieval genres. Hiatt (2007: 
279), however, considers this somewhat problematic, “an attempt to describe a system 
where there is none”. 
Jauss (1979: 188–89) discusses text reception,19 which, in the medieval period, was 
predominantly aural due to the illiteracy of the great majority of the population (see also 
Bergner 1995: 40) – i.e., “text” must also be seen as an oral/aural construct in addition to 
being a written one. This can be related to expectations of genre from the audience. While 
medieval texts may seem tediously repetitive and formulaic to a modern reader, the 
medieval audience probably perceived things differently. This very formulaicity can be part 
of what made a text pleasing to a medieval audience. In order to “enjoy the charm of an 
already ongoing game with known rules and still unknown surprises”, the audience must 
perceive the wider generic scheme behind an individual text (Jauss 1979: 189). In other 
words, the audience has to have a conception of the genres underlying the texts they 
receive. This need not be conscious. There has also been discussion of the importance of the 
audience in shaping genres (see Hiatt 2007: 278). However, an obvious challenge in this is 
that the recipients of past texts can, for the most part, only be assumed and reconstructed 
with even more difficulty than the authors (Bergner 1995: 48).
Medieval texts were highly intertextual: texts referred to and built on other texts 
(Bergner 1995: 48).20 Modern conceptions of the finality of a work as well as authorship 
often have to be discarded in the medieval context. Indeed, Jauss (1979: 195) mentions the 
concept of the “text as a nonwork”. As has been mentioned in Section 3.1.2, most medieval 
texts were anonymous. There was no concept of the author such as in later periods. Jauss 
(1979: 191, 195) and Bergner (1995: 47) both point out that the medieval text was not a 
definitive production of a single author, and that texts were not final. The manuscript culture 
of the time resulted in multiple copies of a text, scribes adding their own textual layers. 
Abridgement and expansion were common, “with diverse changes, variations, 
improvements and impairments as the result” (Bergner 1995: 47). 
19 He is known for his Reception Theory dealing with audience response. 
20 Because of this intertextuality, in order to properly interpret a medieval text it is essential to find out the 
texts that it refers to as far as possible: “the modern interpreter must trace [. . .] the text within the text and 
uncover the intertextual references” (Bergner 1995: 48). 
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This mutability or “absence of a definitive form” (Jauss 1979: 190) concerning the 
transmission of texts can be related to a more general quality of medieval texts, termed 
“openness” by Bergner (1995; cf. also “the openness of some Medieval lyrics” (Fuller 
2010: 264)). The notion of openness is defined as relating to “unclear” texts “which allow 
for different interpretations and which lack comprehensibility” (Bergner 1995: 37). The 
openness of medieval texts is examined by Bergner (1995) from multiple perspectives. He 
deals with the social and cultural framework (1995: 39–41), as well as the lack of linguistic 
standardisation in ME, seen in the fields of morphology, syntax and semantics and resulting 
in the openness of the language itself (1995: 41–46). Bergner discusses the influence of 
manuscript culture, including the openness implicit in the structure of a manuscript, with the 
lack of orderly and regularised orthography, punctuation and layout (1995: 47). He also 
considers the orality of the textual communication process (1995: 40, 49). Openness also 
extends to the medieval “referential dimension” of the religious context being present even 
in mundane utterances (Bergner 1995: 39). 
Jauss’s conception of genre concerns reciprocal relations between the text and its 
audience (see Hiatt 2007: 278–79). His “horizon of expectations” is a highly influential 
concept in the field of genre studies, and is an important theoretical tool when considering 
the social and receptive aspects of genre. The notion of the changing, dynamic nature of 
genre also comes across in other theories. 
After all, genre is by no means only a feature of literary texts. In the medieval 
context, the genres of practical texts have been treated by e.g. Taavitsainen (1988) with 
regard to lunaries and Mäkinen (2006) with regard to herbals. The genre model used in 
these works is the prototype model (see Mäkinen 2006: 16–17 for a brief overview), 
which, like the theories used in this thesis, is based on a fluid, dynamic concept of 
genre. Like the “openness” of Bergner (1995) and the dynamic genre concepts of Jauss 
(1979, 1982) and Frow (2006; see Section 3.2.2), the prototype model is not restricted 
to rigid categories, but acknowledges the overlap of genre features (e.g. Taavitsainen 
1988: 23). “[N]on-fictional modes of writing” (ibid.) also have genres to which the 
same principles of mutability apply as to literary texts: generic structures are not always 
clear-cut, and genres change over time. 
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3.2.2. The fluidity of genre
The theory employed in Chapter 5 is largely based on Frow (2006). His all-encompassing21 
view of genre is fluid in nature: this is an approach which is well suited to a study of 
medieval literature, even though Frow’s work is not tied to any particular time period. 
Throughout, Frow (2006) presents genre as dynamic, not as a set of immutable 
characteristics. His ideas are highly applicable to the study of genre in a historical context. 
In similar terms but writing specifically about the Middle Ages, Alfred Hiatt (2007: 
278) has said that attempting taxonomies and strict classifications of medieval genres is a 
problematic endeavour (cf. the discussion above about the mutability and “openness” of 
medieval texts). According to Hiatt (ibid.), medieval writers mixed genres and moved 
between them, and moreover had imprecise and adaptable notions of what constituted a 
genre. Thus, the fluidity of genres is a useful theoretical tool to employ in the study of 
medieval texts. 
According to Frow, texts are uses of genres rather than belonging to them (2006: 2), 
and this Derrida-influenced, performative view of genre is prevalent throughout his work. 
Texts do not inherently belong to some predefined classes; rather, they are “performances” 
of genre (2006: 25). I shall utilise this conceptualisation in this thesis. Medieval texts can be 
quite hybrid from the point of view of a strict concept of genre in which texts are considered 
representative tokens of the genre in question. Thus Frow’s dynamic view about texts 
exploiting genres, not enslaved by them, is very applicable. His performative conception 
also assigns agency to genre: in addition to texts being performances of genre, genres 
themselves can also have performative features, i.e. they can “actively generate and shape 
knowledge of the world” (Frow 2006: 2). In other words, genres and their applications can 
influence reality. This is the central argument of Frow’s work (2006: 19): that genre can 
work at a semiotic, meaning-making level (cf. also e.g. Fowler 1982; Emmott 1997). 
An important concept for Frow is that of the “frame”.22 By frame, he means the 
apparatus that defines the text and differentiates it from other texts – the boundary that 
surrounds a piece of information or a text, which structures the text and puts it in a certain 
context (2006: 106; 147, s.v. frame). Frames define the text as separate from the rest of the 
outer world, enclosing the text (Frow 2006: 106). Sometimes Frow uses the term “frame” as 
almost synonymous with “genre” itself (ibid.); and indeed, to him, frames can be as open-
21 In the sense of genre being present everywhere. Jauss (1982: 79; also cited by Frow, 2006: 28) has 
remarked that “every work belongs to a genre”, i.e. that a “preconstituted horizon of expectations” should 
be available for each work. This, of course, also applies to non-literary texts (see above). 
22 The frame as a concept is quite common in genre theory; cf. e.g. Emmott (1997) and Paltridge (1997).
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ended as genres. Frames form a significant part of the edges of a work, despite – or because 
– of their ambiguity (2006: 106–7). 
Frames can be referred to with “generic cues”, such as the fairytale beginning Once 
upon a time. Frow terms cues such as this “metacommunications”. They are 
metacommunications due to being “aspects of the text which somehow stand out as being 
also, reflexively, about the text and how to use it” (Frow 2006: 115; emphasis original). In 
Jaussian terms, metacommunications act as triggers for the intended horizon of expectations 
of a text. They need not be solely textual: marginal or external cues such as e.g. illustrations 
or the material context of a text can also play a part in evoking a generic frame (Frow 2006: 
104–5). Frames are highly applicable especially in a medieval context (see Section 3.2.3 
and Chapter 5). 
3.2.3. Framing fictions and the chanson d’aventure
A parallel to the “frame” can be found in the earlier study of Judith M. Davidoff (1988). 
Davidoff’s study is medieval-based, centring on the concept of the “framing fiction” in late 
ME poetry.23 By framing fiction Davidoff means something very similar to Frow’s more 
abstract notion of frame. Framing fictions refer to a certain type of ME opening strategy: a 
short narrative introducing the rest of the work and providing a context for understanding 
the poem (Davidoff 1988: 17). Framing fictions evoke “literary presuppositions” in the 
audience (1988: 37). One could say, using  Jauss’s term, that they evoke a horizon of 
expectations; or, using Frow’s, that they function as metacommunications. The framing 
context that begins the poem may or may not be returned to later on, although the latter is 
more common. The framing fiction device almost inevitably involves the use of a 
universalised first-person narrator. This enabled the medieval audience to relate to the lyric 
from a personal point of view (Davidoff 1988: 54). Davidoff (1988: 179) argues that all 
framing fictions are symbolic regardless of the details included in them. 
In general, framing techniques of various kinds have been considered particularly 
significant in late medieval aesthetics (Davidoff 1988: 194). While Davidoff’s study deals 
with the broader context of framing fictions, drawing material from well-known medieval 
writers such as Geoffrey Chaucer24 and William Dunbar, the main part of her study is 
devoted to anonymous ME lyrics. She devotes a chapter (1988: 36–59) to a specific genre, 
23Cf. the seminal work on medieval dream poetry by Spearing (1976). Dream poetry also contains framing 
fictions, and indeed, Davidoff (1988: 60–80) also devotes a chapter to the framing fictions in dream visions. 
24 The Canterbury Tales, for instance, involves framing fictions in e.g. the Nun’s Priest’s Tale and the 
Friar’s Tale, as well as the General Prologue itself (see Davidoff 1988: 125–30). 
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the type of ME (and later) lyric known as the chanson d’aventure.25 The chanson  
d’aventure is an essential genre for this thesis, since one of the lyrics studied – in its two 
versions (see Chapter 4) – is a representative of the genre (see Section 5.2.1 for a discussion 
of this). 
In her discussion of the chanson d’aventure, Davidoff builds in part on an early 
study of the genre by Helen Estabrook Sandison (1913; Sandison herself does not use the 
term “genre”, however). Davidoff (1988: 19, 37) criticises Sandison for her “pejorative” 
views of the chanson d’aventure, claiming that the genre is “especially maligned” in the 
1913 study. Davidoff (1988: 19) even implicitly blames Sandison for the chanson 
d’aventure being ignored as a genre through much of the twentieth century.26 I concur with 
Davidoff in considering Sandison’s study very dismissive of her subject matter. Sandison 
seems to regard the conventionality of the chanson d’aventure with disdain, even though 
she recognises it as a defining feature of the genre (1913: 97). Davidoff, on the other hand, 
considers the chanson d’aventure to be an excellent example of conventionalised framing 
fictions. 
The name chanson d’aventure itself reveals that the genre has French origins 
(Davidoff 1988: 36; see Sandison 1913: 3–22 for a discussion of the chanson d’aventure in 
medieval France). The genre’s heyday was from approximately 1450 to 1550 (Davidoff 
1988: 55). The framing fiction device is an essential part of the genre, since all chansons 
d’aventure consist of a framing fiction and the “core” of the poem. The two do not have to 
be thematically related. In chansons d’aventure, the framing fiction usually takes the form 
of the narrator shortly describing his or her surroundings, followed by witnessing or 
participating in the “action” that forms the poem’s core (Davidoff 1988: 37; Sandison 1913: 
2). The framing fiction starts with the narrator specifying the location, time of day, and 
usually also the season. These descriptions tend to be formulaic and lacking in detail 
(Davidoff 1988: 37–40). The setting is often natural, even pastoral, but urban or courtly 
settings also appear (Sandison 1913: 34). 
The language of chansons d’aventure tends to be formulaic and plain. Even in 
fifteenth-century texts, aureate diction is not common among chansons d’aventure, whereas 
it was often used in other types of framing fiction poems (Davidoff 1988: 188). In terms of 
syntax, Sandison (1913: 30) remarks that chansons d’aventure often show a “preference for 
the as-clause”. A typical beginning for a chanson d’aventure is e.g. the following (from 
25 The term was developed by Chambers ([1907] 1947: 266). 
26 E.g. Moore (1951: 21, 55, 57, 189) mentions the chanson d’aventure, often in the context of its 
introductory formula, but he does not discuss it in detail as a genre. 
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Sandison 1913: 113): 
(2) As I cam by a forrest syde
This endyrs day in one mornynge 
‘As I came to a forest side / One morning the other day’27
Davidoff (1988: 37) divides chansons d’aventure into two types: those with “thematically 
important” refrains, which tend to provide “serious, meaningful enlightenment” (1988: 
186), and those without a refrain, or in which the refrain is irrelevant to the themes of the 
poem. An example of a thematically important refrain is the following:
(3) Full ofte she said with solam chere:
“Welfare hath no sykernes.” (Davidoff 1988: 45)
‘Often she said, in a reverent manner: / “Prosperity has no certainty.”’
According to Davidoff (1988: 54), the framing fiction in the chanson d’aventure implied a 
certain symbolic context, and hence created audience expectations for the genre. The 
conventional beginning meant that the lyric would deal with the “poet-narrator’s need 
and/or desire for edification” (ibid.). Sandison (1913: 46) says that only a minority of the 
ME chansons d’aventure can be considered love songs, and “the majority deal with moral 
or religious or occasional themes”. She classifies the lyrics into four types: amorous, 
religious, didactic, and miscellaneous. Fifteenth-century chansons d’aventure are mainly 
didactic (Sandison 1913: 81). Sandison (1913: 95) is especially inimical towards that type, 
calling them “dull lessons in dogma, morality, or prudence”. 
Some chansons d’aventure have a structure similar to sermons. In these poems there 
are connections to an exemplum (moral anecdote) and moralitas (moral lesson) structure 
(Davidoff 1988: 58). Davidoff (1988: 59) argues that the conventions of the chanson 
d’aventure were so well known that they would have been internalised by their audience. 
She bases her claim on the homogeneity of the genre in terms of basic plot structure and 
language, and on chansons d’aventure being found “in all parts of England” (ibid.). This 
internalisation of the convention means that a mere phrase or two would have triggered a 
horizon of expectations specific to the genre, 
evoking the chain of associations that caused listeners or readers to perceive the adventure motif 
in the role of a generalized exemplum whose moralitas would become clear in the poem’s 
didactic core. (Davidoff 1988: 59)
The chanson d’aventure, then, is a genre framed by fiction. The frame, in the form of an 
27 In this thesis, bold typeface is used for emphasis in the examples. Italics are always already in the 
original, usually being expansions of manuscript abbreviations. I have not wished to obscure the 
abbreviations, so the italics have been retained. 
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adventure motif, has an essential impact at the beginning, setting the scene for the core of 
the poem. Since it is rare for chansons d’aventure to return to the narrative frame at their 
end, it can be postulated that the framing fiction was more structurally important at the start 
of the poem (Davidoff 1988: 59). The chanson d’aventure could be used for various 
purposes, but especially fifteenth-century representatives of the genre tended to concentrate 
on the didactic, acting as narrative vehicles for moralisation. 
3.2.4. The carol as a genre
The most common type of extant medieval lyric is the carol. It can be defined as “a dance-
song with a uniform stanza pattern and a chorus repeated after each stanza” (Fuller 2010: 
271). Musical notation survives for a few carols (ibid.), and it appears that the genre was 
indeed strongly connected with music and dance.28 
Richard Leighton Greene’s study ([1935] 1977) is the seminal work on ME carols. 
Greene does not divide carols into religious and secular, considering this a division 
originating from modern attitudes: “the distinctive charm of many carols is just that they do 
belong to two worlds” ([1935] 1977: xii). Many carols conclude with some kind of prayer. 
This is a common feature of much medieval poetry (Greene [1935] 1977: xxvii). An 
important thing to note about medieval carols is that they were by no means restricted to 
Christmas (cf. the modern connotations of the word). Carols could also be associated with 
the Christmas season, however, and this became more frequent in the fifteenth century 
(Greene [1935] 1977: xxix). 
The carol was especially popular as a genre in the late Middle Ages (Greene [1935] 
1977: xxii). It was not an aristocratic genre ([1935] 1977: lvii), although carols were often 
performed in connection with celebratory feasting ([1935] 1977: xxxviii–xlii). The 
medieval meaning of carol was ‘dance-song’ (Greene [1935] 1977: xi), and social dancing 
was associated with the genre ([1935] 1977: xxviii). However, in the fifteenth century it 
became more common for the word to mean songs unaccompanied by dancing ([1935] 
1977: xxix).
The pre-1550 carol is defined by Greene (1935: xxxii–iii) as “a song on any subject, 
composed of uniform stanzas and provided with a burden”. These two formal features are 
28 See Greene ([1935] 1977: xliii–lxxx) for a detailed description of the carol as a dance song. The carol is 
not the only lyric genre to have a name reminiscent of dance (see Greene [1935] 1977: xliii). Hiatt (2007: 
280) suggests that ME generic literary terms could have clear associations with terms from other artistic 
fields. He notes dance and song as being significant for the development of names for literary genres. 
Hiatt does not specifically mention carols, but his observation also applies to them. 
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considered by Greene ([1935] 1977: xxxi) to be essential to the genre: that carols are 
composed of stanzas that do not vary in form; and that they have a burden (i.e. chorus) at 
the beginning of the carol and repeated after all stanzas. According to Greene ([1935] 1977: 
l), the division into stanzas and the burden comes from the original division into lead singer 
and chorus in the carole dance. Carol stanzas tend to rhyme a-a-a-b, with the last line 
linking to the burden rhyming b-b (Davies 1963: 35). 
The burden is of central importance for the carol, being the marker of the literary 
genre’s “descent from the dancing circle of the carole” (Greene [1935] 1977: xxxiii), and 
the distinguishing feature compared to other genres of ME lyrics ([1925] 1977: clx). It 
“makes and marks the carol” (ibid.). In ME literature, the burden is usually in the form of 
an independent couplet. The burden is distinct from e.g. the refrain of the chanson 
d’aventure and also from refrains in carols themselves. A refrain is a repeated integral part 
of the stanza, usually the last line in carols, whereas the burden is outside the stanza (ibid.). 
Carols were distinct from other lyrics based on their form, not their subject (Greene 
[1935] 1977: xxx). Greene ([1935] 1977: xi) presents the carol as a “definite metrical type”, 
influenced by its origin in dance. In other words, the genre cannot be defined on the basis of 
subject or theme, but in formal terms. 
3.3 Editorial context: Scholarly editing
In this section I shall present some necessary theoretical background from the field of 
scholarly editing in order to provide a theoretical basis for my own editorial principles in 
Section 7.1. The following is not intended as an overview of the history of editing; for such 
a review, see e.g. Moffat (1998b). Machan (1994: 14–38) presents an overview of the 
humanist traditions of textual criticism. 
Editing is “the culmination of textual scholarship”, according to David Greetham 
(1992: 347). Editing means the preparation of a text (which may exist only in a single 
attested manuscript or in several different manuscript versions) in order for the scholarly 
community or the reading public to be able to access it. Scholarly editing is, at its core, an 
empirical process. However, there are theories that lie beneath the surface level of practical 
transcription and editorial decisions, even though ME editing has not been particularly well 
served in the theory department in the past (see Machan 1994: 56). This has been changing; 
e.g. Rogos (2010) and Emiliano (2011) are examples of recent ventures into editorial theory 
in the medieval context. 
In its simplified, theoretical form, the editing process consists of the following 
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transitions: manuscript to transcription to intermediate text to edition. Editing is therefore a 
series of transformations of the textual format. The term “intermediate text” is from Peter J. 
Lucas (1998: 173), meaning the middle of the process between initial transcription and final 
edition. The intermediate text is in a constant state of flux due to the editor making editorial 
decisions and changing them, and the intermediate part of the editing process can last for a 
long time. 
There are several types of edition, all of which serve different purposes. As Anthony 
G. Petti (1977: 34) points out, postulating guidelines for an “ideal edition” is difficult, since 
something that is suitable for one purpose may turn out to be inapplicable in other cases. 
This is still a valid point, despite the fact that Petti’s thoughts are from over thirty years ago. 
It is vital for the editor to consider the intended audience for the edition, since different 
types of edition cater to very different audiences. Simon Horobin (forthcoming) provides an 
overview of various types of edition, using the much-edited Piers Plowman as a case study. 
He discusses eclectic, best-text, diplomatic, and electronic editions. Of these, I shall 
concentrate on the diplomatic edition (see also below for a short discussion on electronic 
editions). The eclectic and best-text approach (with their focus on manuscript variants and 
emendation based on several witnesses) are not relevant to my own editorial practices, since 
the text edited in this thesis exists fully in only one manuscript witness. In addition, the 
editorial interference and normalising tendencies common to eclectic and best-text editions 
are not widely recommended in the present day (see the discussion below on Lass 2004). 
A diplomatic edition is defined by Moorman (1975: 48) as a “faithfully transcribed 
reproduction”, “including every spelling variant, every mark of punctuation, every scribal 
error, no matter how obvious”. Any emendations are only suggested in the editorial notes, 
not inserted into the text. Diplomatic editions are based on a single manuscript witness 
instead of producing a text from several different manuscripts (Horobin, forthcoming). 
Horobin (forthcoming) considers the diplomatic edition most useful for the linguist, since 
modern diplomatic editions undertake as little editorial intervention as possible, and attempt 
to remain faithful to the manuscript witness. Earlier diplomatic editions could be more 
“interventionist” (Horobin, forthcoming), i.e. making more silent changes, and hence far 
less reliable as material for linguistic research. 
Diplomatic editions are not unproblematic, however. A strict diplomatic edition 
would e.g. not expand abbreviations, thus making for possible interpretational inadequacies 
(Petti 1977: 34). There is also the concern of diplomatic editions being misleadingly 
labelled as exact copies of the original, when in fact there are issues of interpretation even if 
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all abbreviations are left unexpanded and marked instead with special symbols. Closely 
related to the diplomatic – and standing between diplomatic and highly normalised editions 
– is the semi-diplomatic edition. The semi-diplomatic edition “gives scope for editorial 
interpretation while clearly indicating where this has been carried out” (ibid.). As will be 
seen in Chapter 7, my own editorial decisions in the edition lean towards the semi-
diplomatic, whereas I have also opted to provide a diplomatic transcription of the text. 
Earlier editions often fail to provide a comprehensive discussion of editorial 
principles, so the scholarly reader is left guessing at the decisions that have been made with 
regard to e.g. abbreviations, word divisions and so on. In this thesis, the lack of explicit 
editorial information about the data from earlier editions (see Section 4.2) is not necessarily 
a problem, since the focus here is on literary and genre-related rather than precise linguistic 
features (see Chapter 5; for a brief discussion of the editorial aspects of the earlier editions, 
see Section 4.2). However, for ME dialectal research, for instance, insufficiently 
documented or covertly emended editions can be a misleading source. 
Roger Lass (2004) provides a vehement attack against types of editing that seek to 
emend significant aspects of the source text. Lass’s argument centres on the reliability of 
editions as data in e.g. historical corpora, but his article has excellent points also for a more 
small-scale edition such as the present one. His viewpoint is that “the only acceptable 
source for older materials [such as ME] is a diplomatic transcript, or a representation that 
can be made to yield one” (2004: 22). This is, of course, a fairly extreme standpoint. 
However, I agree with Lass that for the purposes of working with language, in especial, 
diplomatic transcripts or editions which seek to be as close to diplomatic as possible are 
certainly the most reliable. It is impossible to analyse the dialect of a text if an editor has 
provided her or his own insidious corrections to the original scribal material, as often 
happened in earlier editing. Even adding capitalisation and punctuation can create “implicit 
parsing” for the text (Lass 2004: 26), which may not be beneficial when working with e.g. 
ME syntax. 
On the other hand, Lass (2004: 23, footnote 2) states that trying to produce a “fully 
diplomatic transcription of later ME scribal input” can be very problematic, due to the 
proliferation of otiose (meaningless) strokes in the late medieval cursive hands. Sometimes 
these strokes may in fact be meaningful and indicate an abbreviation, but it is extremely 
difficult to tell the difference in late medieval texts.29 
29 This is a potential issue in my edition; see Section 7.1 for an explanation of how the problem of 
possibly otiose strokes has been resolved. 
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One of the most revolutionary aspects of modern scholarly editing has been 
digitisation. Manuscript images have become increasingly available as good-quality digital 
images, whether online or available for order from repositories, enabling close examination 
of the manuscript.30 There is a vast difference between examining a microfilm copy and a 
digital image of a manuscript original; digital images are able to reproduce far more detail, 
as well as colour. Seeing the original manuscript first-hand is still necessary in most cases. 
However, access to quality images beforehand makes it possible to peruse the manuscript 
original with a good transcription already prepared. 
In addition to digital images, there is another digital aspect to modern editing: 
digital editions.31 Electronic editions have several benefits compared to traditional 
editions. One of the most useful things about electronic editions is that due to the 
flexible format, they can contain different versions of a text (Horobin, forthcoming). 
Since the text is already in an electronic format, coding included, it is also much simpler 
for texts from electronic editions to be used when compiling linguistic corpora (cf. the 
Digital Editions for Corpus Linguistics project, DECL; see Honkapohja, Kaislaniemi and 
Marttila 2009).32 
As Peter Shillingsburg (1997: 22) points out, “editing is by nature interference”, and 
complete objectivity is impossible. Even the most conservative transcription can be 
considered an act of interpretation. Any type of edition can “represent potential losses of 
information, or additions of false information” (Lass 2004: 26). Universal transcription or 
editing guidelines do not exist, nor is it even feasible to propose such guidelines (see Rogos 
2010: 79). There are about as many different ways of preparing an edition as there are 
editors. However, these problems can be mitigated as long as the editor explicitly states the 
principles that the edition is based on.  
Chapter 4. The data: The servant lyrics
In this chapter I shall move away from the background and theoretical aspects discussed in 
the previous chapters, and on to the primary subject of this thesis: the three ME lyrics that 
form the data in this study. The data is limited to certain lyrics under the subject heading of 
“servants (on; praise of)” in the Index of Middle English Verse (IMEV, i.e. Brown and 
30 For instance, the manuscript images for In a chambre V2 were received from the National Library of 
Scotland as digital images on CD.
31  It was not possible to make an electronic edition in the context of this MA thesis. 
32See also http://www.helsinki.fi/varieng/domains/DECL.html. Accessed 22 April 2012. 
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Robbins 1943).33 Unlike the two others, one of the lyrics exists in two manuscript witnesses 
(In a chambre V1 and V2; see Tables 1 and 2). Despite the differences between these two 
versions of the lyric, which will be discussed in this chapter and the next (Chapter 5), I 
think they cannot be considered separate works. 
I shall first discuss the manuscript data, i.e. the lyric edited for this thesis in Chapter 
7. This lyric will be discussed in more detail than the editions data (see Section 4.2). This is 
because in an edition thesis such as this, in addition to presenting the text itself, it is 
important to describe the details of the manuscript witness (including the material aspects of 
the manuscript, its language, and its palaeographical aspects). This level of detail is not 
easily available for the data based on earlier editions, and it was beyond the scope of this 
study to research them so thoroughly. After presenting the manuscript data, therefore, I shall 
give an overview of the editions data, concentrating mainly on features relating to structure, 
genre and content. 
4.1 Manuscript data: National Library of Scotland MS Advocates 19.3.1, ff. 91r–92v
The manuscript data – an anonymous ME lyric on the subject of service – is located in 
Edinburgh, in National Library of Scotland MS Advocates 19.3.1, ff. 91r–92v. Table 1 
below presents the necessary information pertaining to the lyric: 
Table 1. Details of manuscript data
Manuscript item Manuscript siglum34 IMEV number First line Short title
National Library of 
Scotland MS Adv. 
19.3.1, ff. 91r–92v 
A 1446 In a chawmbre as I stode In a chambre V235
The IMEV number is given in order to place the lyric in its catalogue context. IMEV 
numbers are also given for the other lyrics (see Table 2). The lyrics have been given short 
titles to facilitate reference to them. 
33The Digital Index of Middle English Verse (DIMEV) has slightly different subject headings for the lyrics 
in question. 
34 Since I will be dealing with several manuscripts (both the one to be edited and the ones used by 
previous editors), I am employing a system of sigla in order to differentiate easily between them.  
35 The spelling chambre has been chosen for the short title of this poem despite the divergent manuscript 
reading, in order to make the short title of V2 consistent with that of V1, the earlier version (see Table 2). 
V stands for “version”. 
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4.1.1. Description of the manuscript
The paper manuscript which contains In a chambre V2, National Library of Scotland MS 
Advocates 19.3.1, has been described in great detail in Phillipa Hardman’s highly 
informative introduction to her facsimile edition of the manuscript (Hardman 2000). In my 
thesis, as was seen in Table 1, the manuscript is known by the siglum A. It will henceforth 
be referred to as MS A. The manuscript is also known as the Heege manuscript after its 
primary scribe (Hardman 2000: 1). It has been the subject of some research in codicology 
and literary history (see Hardman (2000: 48, note 2) for an overview of the research; 
examples are Boffey and Thompson 1989; Green 2005). There is no existing scholarly 
edition of the entire manuscript, although as mentioned, Hardman (2000) has produced a 
facsimile. However, many of the individual texts in MS A have been edited, and this thesis 
will provide its own addition to the number of edited texts. 
One example of an edited text from MS A is an article by Richard Firth Green 
(2005), containing an edition of the first poem in the manuscript, The Hunting of the Hare. 
In his edition, Green does not supply a separate description of the manuscript, on the 
grounds that Hardman (1975, 1978, 2000) has already described MS A sufficiently. 
However, in an MA thesis consisting of an edition, unlike in a short article such as Green’s, 
it is important to provide a rounded description of the manuscript. The following 
description is based on the information in Hardman’s introduction (2000: 1–57), and on my 
own observations when examining the manuscript at the National Library of Scotland.36 
Hardman (2000: 1) dates MS A to the late fifteenth century, to around its final 
quarter. Based on the recorded date of one of the watermarks (Briquet number 22; see 
Hardman (2000: 3–4) for a brief discussion of this and the other watermarks in the 
manuscript), an earliest possible date of 1478 can be defined. A MED search provides 
quotations from the manuscript dated “a1500”. Upon viewing the manuscript, I was able to 
corroborate Hardman’s (2000: 1) statement of the palaeographical evidence (i.e. evidence 
relating to the handwriting) also pointing to a late fifteenth-century dating. The several 
hands in the manuscript are all typical of the period: cursive, with elements of both the 
Anglicana and Secretary scripts. (See Section 4.1.3 for an analysis of the hands used in ff. 
91r–92v.) 
MS A can be localised to the north-east Midlands. It has a fairly well documented 
ownership history (see Hardman 2000: 1–2). In 1806 it was sold to Sir Walter Scott, who 
was collecting manuscripts on behalf of the Edinburgh-based Advocates Library. Scott 
36 Examination of the manuscript took place in May 2011. 
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bought the manuscript from a Mrs Sherbrooke, resident of Oxton in Nottinghamshire. The 
manuscript had been in her family since the sixteenth century at least; there are several 
ownership inscriptions in the manuscript traced to members of the Sherbrooke family 
(detailed in Hardman 2000: 1). The family originated from Derbyshire. It can be concluded 
that the provenance of MS A is known, but its origin can only be the subject of educated 
conjecture. No direct evidence exists for the original owner of the manuscript, although 
Turville-Petre (1983: 137) speculates that it was compiled for a north-east Midland family, 
potentially the Sherbrookes themselves. 
Linguistic evidence can help pinpoint the location of the primary scribe of MS A, at 
least. The Linguistic Atlas of Late Medieval English (LALME) localises the language of the 
primary scribe, Richard Heege, to “the extreme south-west of Yorkshire, near the 
Derbyshire border” (Hardman 2000: 2; see Section 4.1.2). The name Heege, however, 
derives from a village in Derbyshire around forty miles south-east of the LALME location. 
According to Hardman (ibid.), “[t]he three spellings of his name that appear in the 
manuscript, Heege, Heeg, and Hyheg, are identical to those recorded for the place-name in 
the fifteenth century”.  
MS A also contains some more clues as to its possible location in the form of 
onomastic evidence: a few mentions of place-names from around eastern Derbyshire and 
western Nottinghamshire,37 and in addition to the markings of ownership, some personal 
names that can be traced to families living in a certain area north of Derby (Hardman 2000: 
2). Hardman concludes that the manuscript “originated and remained in this north-west 
Midland area” (2000: 3), but that its precise movements between the late fifteenth and late 
sixteenth centuries cannot be found out. 
The binding of MS A is fairly new, from 1964, and sturdy. There is no evidence of 
original binding (Hardman 2000: 3). All in all, MS A is in good condition. It comprises 216 
leaves, with an average measuring of 21cm x 14.5cm (ibid.). Upon viewing MS A, I could 
verify Hardman’s statement of the upper and outer margins having been trimmed: original 
running titles are mostly cropped. The manuscript is formed of thirteen quires (Qs).38 Its 
script has been mentioned above with regard to dating, and will be discussed below 
(Section 4.1.3). The layout of the manuscript is not very complicated. Each text considered 
a separate item by Heege begins on a new page. Verse is mostly written in single-column 
37 Some of the place-names can be located around the southern borders of Sherwood Forest; there are also 
some references to Robin Hood. 
38 A quire, i.e. gathering, is “a discrete group of leaves, a series of which units sewn together makes up the 
volume” (Beal 2008: s.v. gathering). The collation or foliation of the manuscript are not discussed here 
(for those details, see Hardman 2000: 4–5).
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format, and verse structure is usually indicated with rhyme brackets of varying sorts. There 
is some rubrication in Qs 1, 2, 3, 4 and 7–9, e.g. for the initial capitals beginning each new 
item (Hardman 2000: 6–7). Even items that are not rubricated usually have a large initial 
capital. There are several scribbles and amateur doodles (e.g. of hares39 and birds) 
throughout the manuscript, and many of the wide margins and originally empty pages have 
been filled with notes. This indicates household use, since the doodles, scribbles, pen trials, 
and so on suggest a context in which the manuscript was one of the few ready sources of 
paper in the household (cf. Hardman 2000: 43). 
Thus, MS A was evidently meant to be a household book, meaning a book compiled 
for the benefit of a particular family. It appears to have been composed in booklet form, i.e. 
in self-contained groups of quires,40 in order to enable simultaneous reading by several 
household members (Hardman 2000: 39). Hardman (2000: 14–17) considers the manuscript 
to have been compiled in a relatively organised manner, booklet by booklet. She calls it a 
“heterogeneous” rather than miscellaneous collection because of the planned nature of the 
booklets (2000: 17). The manuscript consists of nine booklets, many of which can be 
considered anthologies centred on a theme, e.g. the religious lyrics in Q.6 (the quire that 
contains In a chambre V2; see Hardman 2000: 15). According to Hardman (ibid.), it is 
especially likely that the self-sufficient booklet of Q.6 may have been copied from an 
independent circulating booklet. In general, content-wise, MS A contains a variety of texts 
on various subjects, forming a “household library” (Hardman 2000: 16) for the “provincial 
gentry household” (2000: 41) for which it was compiled. The manuscript was seemingly 
intended for a domestic readership formed of all the members of the family (Hardman 
2000: 39); some of the contents (e.g. the courtesy poems) are aimed as instruction for 
children. The genres range from romances to courtesy poems to penitential lyrics, and so 
on. See Appendix 1 for a list of the contents of MS A, divided into the separate booklets 
(most of which are formed of a single quire).
4.1.2. Language of the manuscript
Peter J. Lucas (1998) strongly connects the analysis of the language of an edited text to the 
editing process, emphasising the importance of such a linguistic analysis especially in the 
case of editions based on a single manuscript. However, since the focus of this thesis is less 
on the linguistic aspects of In a chambre V2, and more on its social and genre-related 
39 See Green (2005: 134) for a brief note on the hares in MS A. 
40 For more on the late medieval practice of producing manuscripts in the booklet unit, see e.g. Hanna 
(1986); Boffey and Thompson (1989); Boffey (2010).
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aspects, a brief discussion of the language of the text is sufficient.41  
As was mentioned in the previous section, LALME locates the language of MS A’s 
primary scribe, Heege, to the south-west of Yorkshire (WRY, i.e. the West Riding of 
Yorkshire). MS A is LP (linguistic profile) 29 in LALME, with a grid number of 400 412 
(the grid number relates to the maps of linguistic forms which form the principal part of 
LALME). Each LP in LALME is representative of the language of “one and only one scribe” 
(1986, vol. 3: ix). In other words, the short description here is of Heege’s idiolect. 
Since MS A is from the final quarter of the fifteenth century, its language is very late 
ME. Indeed, ME has frequently been periodised as ending before the end of the fifteenth 
century: cf. Blake (ed., 1992), where the volume covering ME ends in the year 1476, the 
year Caxton set up his printing press. Late fifteenth-century English straddles the border 
between Middle and Early Modern English (henceforth EModE), being already more 
recognisably modern compared to earlier stages of the language, but nevertheless remaining 
medieval enough to be unclear to the unaccustomed eye. As Blake has remarked (1992: 20), 
“[w]ith anything that comes in the middle, it is difficult to know when it begins and when it 
ends”. The periodisation of ME has recently been discussed by e.g. Lass (2000). It is 
perhaps enough to say, using a term from Görlach (1989: 97), that the language of MS A is 
“transitional” ME.42 
LALME (1986, vol. 3: 608–9) provides a list of the forms appearing in Heege’s 
idiolect. Not all of these features are precisely the same in In a chambre V2; this is to be 
expected, considering the variation inherent in ME, coupled with the fact that the texts from 
MS A examined in LALME do not include In a chambre V2. In brief, the language of the 
text is clearly northern, as evidenced by forms such as knaw ‘know’, law ‘low’, gud ‘good’ 
(ll. 17, 19, 39). The pres. 3.sg ends in -s. Most noun inflections are no longer transparent. 
4.1.3. Analysis of the script
The primary scribe of MS A, Heege, was the main scribe responsible for the compilation of 
the manuscript, but in addition several other hands have been detected: the anonymous 
scribes A and B, a scribe identifying himself as John Hawghton, and more anonymous 
scribes (Hardman 2000: 6). The scribes’ hands are all quite typical of the late fifteenth 
century, being mixed (hybrid) cursive hands with features from both the Anglicana and 
41 However, naturally my perceptions of the language of the manuscript have affected the editorial decisions 
made. The translation of In a chambre V2 (Section 7.4) and the Glossary are indebted to a close study of the 
language. 
42 However, Görlach (1989: 103) would probably categorise MS A as EModE, since he places the boundary at 
1430–50. 
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Secretary scripts (for a general description of these late medieval scripts and their hybrid, 
see e.g. Parkes 1969: xix–xxv; Petti 1977: 14–15). 
Two hands are used in In a chambre V2, i.e. ff. 91r–92v of MS A. This text is 
exceptional among the texts in MS A due to the fact that the hand changes mid-text (mid-
sentence, and even mid-word) from scribe B’s to Heege’s on l. 29. The change is 
immediately obvious, since B and (especially) Heege have quite distinctive hands. They 
both write mixed hands, with features from Anglicana and Secretary. However, the features 
Heege and B incorporate into their handwriting are not the same, although there are 
similarities. The graphs <a>, <g>, <r>, <s> and <w> are discussed here, since they are the 
most distinctive letter-forms in both Anglicana and Secretary, and hence the most relevant 
for differentiating between the scripts. 
In general, scribe B’s hand is rather rounded, and contains a wider variety of 
Secretary features compared to Heege. There is less systematicity to the distribution of 
letter-forms, however. Also, the ductus (i.e. way in which the text is written) is uneven 
compared to Heege’s, as can be seen from such things as the flow of ink and the way the 
letters connect with each other. Based on such things, it can be surmised that B was not a 
professional scribe, unlike Heege.43 
Scribe B uses one-compartment Secretary-style <a> most of the time, e.g. in l. 1 
(chawmbre, as) or l. 23 (abate). However, B also exhibits the occasional word-initial two-
compartment Anglicana <a> rising above the headline, in positions where one would not 
expect a capital letter: e.g. l. 12 (Areyd). Some of these graphs do seem to have a capital 
function at the start of lines, though (e.g. l. 10, And). 
Two types of <g> occur within scribe B’s text: single-compartment <g> (a Secretary 
feature; Petti 1977: 14), and two-compartment <g> (an Anglicana feature, called a “figure 8 
form of g” by Petti, ibid.; italics original). The distribution of these letter-forms appears to 
be random, and the number of occurrences in B’s portion of In a chambre V2 is almost 
equal: 8 instances of single-compartment <g> versus 9 instances of two-compartment <g>. 
Examples of both single-compartment and two-compartment <g> can be found, 
respectively, in langage on l. 6. 
Forms of <r> used by B are the Anglicana long forked <r> (see Petti 1977: 14), e.g. 
l. 2 (barons); the 2-shaped <r>, e.g. l. 12 (lordes); and the Secretary short <r> in one 
43 Hardman speculates that B (together with the other anonymous scribes, as well as John Hawghton) 
might have been a young member of the household, copying material into Heege’s booklet project as a 
part of their household education (Hardman 2000: 42). This would be one explanation for the unevenness 
of the portion of In a chambre V2 copied by scribe B. 
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instance, l. 12 (Areyd). Scribe B uses 2-shaped <r> word-initially, e.g. l. 25 (rede), as well 
as word-medially, and the long Anglicana <r> in medial position. Long <r> can also be 
used word-finally where an abbreviation follows, e.g. in l. 2 (were), where the final -e is 
abbreviated in the manuscript. 
Long <s> is used word-initially and medially (e.g. l. 1, stode; l. 9, fast); in word-
final position, however, there is variation between the Anglicana sigma <s> (e.g. l. 19, ys) 
and the Secretary “kidney-shaped” <s> (e.g. l. 1, as). The two letter-forms are used about 
equally, with 7 instances of sigma <s> versus 8 of kidney-shaped <s>. 
Scribe B mostly uses the Secretary form of <w>, which looks like a double <v> (see 
Petti 1977: 14), e.g. l. 4 (wryton). However, there are also two instances of Anglicana-style 
<w> in l. 3 (were) and l. 17 (ka\n/w, the deleted word). 
With regard to other letter-forms, B mostly uses the Anglicana “reverse” <e> (see 
Petti 1977: 14), but there are a few clustered instances of the lobed <e> more common in 
Secretary (l. 11, sene, men; l. 12, þeie, Areyd; l. 13, sone; l. 15, þen). 
Heege’s hand is steadier in duct and contains different features compared to scribe 
B’s. Heege’s hand is more angular, but far more regular than that of scribe B. He writes in a 
darker ink with a wider-nibbed pen. His hand is noticeably larger than that of B’s. 
There are no instances of Secretary single-compartment <a> in Heege’s portion: he 
uses the Anglicana two-compartment <a> exclusively, e.g. l. 62 (maryage). Occasionally 
that graph rises above the headline. It seems to be used as a capital letter at the start of lines 
(e.g. l. 39, And), but in other cases it does not appear to have a capital function (e.g. the 
definite articles in ll. 33, 34, 46; l. 54, Aspye). 
Secretary graphs used exclusively in Heege’s portion are <g> (e.g. l. 37, god) and 
<w> (l. 63, wynde). He is more consistent in his graphs: e.g. Anglicana reverse <e> is used 
throughout (e.g. l. 72, heritage). Otherwise, Heege uses both Anglicana and Secretary 
forms, e.g. in the case of <r>. Secretary forms are used in all instances of <r> on l. 33 
(prowder, or, wors), but on the whole, Anglicana forms with a long descender are 
predominant, e.g. l. 36 (herkon). Heege uses the Secretary <r> word-medially and word-
finally; there are no instances of word-initial <r>. He uses Secretary <r> far more than B 
does. Heege does not use 2-shaped <r> at all. He uses the Anglicana long <r> mostly word-
medially; where it appears to be word-final, there actually follows an abbreviation (e.g. in l. 
65,  þere). 
Heege is consistent in his use of the grapheme <s>: he uses the long <s> word-
initially and word-medially (e.g. l. 62, selfe; l. 31, conseylle), and the Anglicana sigma <s> 
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word-finally (e.g. l. 50, beyrs). There are no instances of the kidney-shaped <s> used by 
scribe B. 
With both scribes, word-final instances of <ll> tend to have an otiose stroke running 
through them, e.g. l. 13 (lytull) in scribe B’s portion, and l. 44 (trawell) in Heege’s. Heege 
tends to end many word-final graphs, especialy <m>, <n>, in strokes that I interpret as 
otiose (see further Section 7.1), e.g. l. 43 (hym, which could also be interpreted as hyme). 
There are also word-final strokes or macrons that mark abbreviations. Abbreviations also 
come in the form of suspensions (e.g. wt) and special abbreviation symbols, e.g. <ꝭ> for -es 
and the Tironian et <> standing for ‘and’. Abbreviations occur quite frequently: on 
average, there is at least one abbreviation per line. 
The lyric’s rhyme scheme is indicated with brackets. Scribe B’s brackets appear 
rather haphazard, not always connecting the correct rhymes. B’s brackets are little more 
than roughly sketched lines. Heege’s brackets, on the other hand, are more decorative, with 
small curlicues at each end. They clearly indicate the correct rhymes. Heege’s brackets 
remain open at the bottom of f. 92r, where the stanza continues onto f. 92v. 
4.1.4. In a chambre V2: Description of the lyric
In a chambre V2 has a title above it, written in the top margin of the page: “Serves is no 
heritage”.44 However, since this lyric is in essence the same as one of the editions lyrics (In 
a chambre V1, detailed in Section 4.2.1 below; the two lyrics share an IMEV number), and 
since V1 does not have a title, the names have been standardised according to the earlier 
edition, instead of naming V2 according to its manuscript title. 
In her list of the contents of MS A, Hardman (2000: 11) mentions that In a chambre  
V2 has been edited by Helen Estabrook Sandison. However, Sandison (1913: 119) clearly 
notes that she has edited the lyric in MS R,45 not MS A. When examining both versions, it is 
obvious that Sandison’s version differs from that in MS A for reasons which will become 
clear in the descriptions of the lyrics. The A version, then, has not been previously edited. 
44 The title has been added twice. Based on my observations of the manuscript, the currently visible 
version has seemingly been added after the pages of the manuscript were trimmed (probably when the 
separate booklets were eventually bound into a single volume). The previous instance, culled in the 
trimming process, can be reconstructed based on the remnants of the letters, especially their descenders, 
which can still be seen at the very edge of the top margin. This earlier title seems to have begun not with a 
capital <S>, but with the abbreviation graph expanded ser. It can be assumed that the first, trimmed title 
was added by Heege himself. However, the addition is in a later hand, dating to either the very late 
fifteenth or very early sixteenth century. F. 92r also has the remnants of a trimmed-off title at its top 
margin: in this lyric (as in some other items in the manuscript), the title was originally repeated on each 
successive folio. 
45 See Table 2 for this siglum.
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Sandison (1913) classifies In a chambre V1 (the lyric in MS R; see Section 4.2.1) as 
a chanson d’aventure, including it in her study of the genre. Since In a chambre V2 is 
essentially the same lyric, it is also a chanson d’aventure. Indeed, the two versions of the 
lyric exhibit clear features of their genre, as will be shown in detail in Section 5.2.1. 
In a chambre V2 consists of nine eight-line stanzas, with a rhyme scheme of a-b-a-
b-b-c-b-C. The capital C stands for the refrain, which is seruyce ys none herytagge ‘service 
is no heritage’.46 This rhyme scheme is a variation of the originally French ballade form 
(see Davis 1963: 43; Hiatt 2007: 284–86). Identical rhyme schemes can be found in some 
other chansons d’aventure, e.g. the lyrics numbered IV, V, VI, VII, and X by Sandison 
(1912; her edition of In a chambre V1 is number VIII). In general, though, chansons 
d’aventure have rather varying rhyme schemes. 
The first verse of In a chambre V2 contains the elements of a chanson d’aventure 
opening (as detailed in Section 5.2.1 below). It then moves on to discuss, in various ways, 
the uncertain conditions that a servant can face. For instance, although servants may be 
arrayed lyke lordes (l. 12), if their master the lord dies of old age, they will become 
impoverished: þen wex þeie pore & all dysmeyd (l. 15). The lyric berates servants who are 
proud and rise above their station, and essentially reminds its readers or hearers47 that pride 
comes before a fall, and that service is no certain occupation compared to e.g. knowing a 
craft of some sort. The final verse brings an explicitly religious aspect to the lyric, 
reminding the listener that God does not forsake his servants, and that God’s service is gud 
heritage (l. 72). 
In a chambre V2, which is item number 30 in MS A (see Hardman (2000: 7–13 for 
a list of all the items), has been run in with item 29 in the manuscript, apparently by 
mistake. Item 29, a religious lyric beginning As I wandurd here be weste, continues for 12 
lines and is then immediately followed (mid-stanza) by In a chambre V2, as if they were 
part of the same lyric. The title of In a chambre V2 is positioned directly above item 29. 
Interestingly, the unfinished lyric is also a chanson d’aventure, as are the three unrelated 
religious lyrics following In a chambre V2 in the manuscript. All these lyrics are part of one 
booklet in A (Q. 6; see Appendix 1), a booklet which primarily consists of religious and 
penitential verse. 
46 And various variants thereof, e.g. l. 48: þen þenke þat seruece is no heritage. The refrain is spelt 
differently in almost all its instances. It is proverbial; see Section 5.1 for a discussion of this. 
47 Individual reading was growing more common by the late Middle Ages. However, most reading would 
still have been a communal practice, with one person reading to many. Hence, “hearer” is also a 
potentially relevant concept here. 
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4.2 Editions data: Eighteenth and twentieth-century editions
I shall now move on from the primary manuscript data to the data provided by earlier edited 
texts. The details of the editions data are summarised in Table 2: 
Table 2. Details of editions data
Manuscript 
item 
Manuscript 
siglum
IMEV number Edition First line Short title
Bodleian 
Library MS 
Rawlinson 
poet. 36, f. 2 
R 1446 Sandison 
(1913:119–20) 
In a chambre as 
I stode 
In a chambre  
V1
British 
Library MS 
Sloane 1584, 
f. 45v 
S1 2654 Greene ([1935] 
1977: 272); Ritson 
([1790]1829: 7–9); 
Robbins (1955: 
32–33)
Off seruyng men 
I wyll begynne /  
Troley loley 
Troly loley
British 
Library MS 
Sloane 2593, 
f. 8r 
S2 1433 Chambers and 
Sidgwick ([1907] 
1947: 185); Davies 
(1963: 154–55); 
Greene ([1935] 
1977: 226); Wright 
(1856: 22–23) 
Bewar, sqwyer,  
yeman, and 
page 
Bewar
It can be seen that these editions were published during an approximately 200-year period. 
MS R, a paper manuscript, has been dated to the second half of the fifteenth century; S1, a 
paper and vellum manuscript, and S2, have not been dated more specifically than as being 
fifteenth-century. 
4.2.1. In a chambre V1
As has been mentioned, In a chambre V1, in MS R, is essentially the same lyric as the 
version in MS A. Its rhyme scheme, refrain, etc. are identical, and there are not very many 
significant differences in terms of syntax or word choice, even though the versions vary 
with regard to these aspects. However, there is one crucial difference: V1 has only seven 
stanzas, whereas V2 has nine. The final, ninth stanza in V2 gives that version its explicitly 
religious tone. 
In terms used by Tim William Machan (1994: 141–42), the res of the two versions 
is the same, but they differ in terms of verba. In (literary) works, res relates to the 
underlying meaning in a text, independent of its form. Verba is the actual linguistic form 
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that the work takes. In the medieval context, res is more important than verba – cf. the 
“openness” of medieval texts with regard to the variation inherent in the copying process. 
One could argue that the explicitly religious aspects brought up in the final stanza of V2 
make the two versions of In a chambre different works; however, both versions bring up the 
same theme of the insecurity of service, which I consider to be the central aspect of the 
lyric. The differences between the two versions – the varying expressions of verba – will be 
discussed in more detail in Section 5.2.1. 
4.2.2. Bewar
Bewar deals with some of the same themes as In a chambre (see Section 5.1), although it is 
entirely different in structure. The lyric consists of a two-line burden at the start (which is 
intended to be repeated after each stanza; cf. Section 3.2.4): 
(4) Bewar, sqwyer, yeman, and page, 
For seruyse is non erytage. (Greene [1935] 1977: 226)
‘Beware, squire, yeoman, and page / For service is no inheritance.’
This burden is followed by four quatrains with a simple rhyme scheme of a-a-a 
accompanied by the refrain For seruyse is non erytage. The refrain rhymes b-b with the 
burden, since it repeats the second line of the burden. Bewar shares a refrain with both 
versions of In a chambre – this is interesting, considering that Bewar is classed by Greene 
([1935] 1977) as a carol, i.e. not relating to the chanson d’aventure genre. However, as will 
be seen in Section 5.1, the proverbial themes of the refrain probably explain its occurrence 
in such different genres of secular lyrics. There is also another proverbial aspect to Bewar: 
Horrox ([1994] 2008: 73) refers to the lyric, saying that “‘Lord’s love changeth oft’ was 
proverbial in the fifteenth century”. This proverb is in the second stanza (see example (8) in 
Section 5.1). Greene ([1935] 1977: clxxi) calls Bewar “a carol of worldly counsel”, and this 
is indeed a good description of the lyric. In all its brevity, Bewar deals with the same 
concerns of the insecurity of a servant’s station in life as do the two versions of In a 
chambre. It also brings up the religious aspect that V2 does (see Section 5.1). 
Bewar has been edited several times (see Table 2). Quotations from the lyric are 
from Greene’s edition, however, since due to his editorial principles, his texts provide the 
most reliable witness. Greene has exercised far less emendation than Wright (1856), 
Chambers and Sidgwick ([1907] 1947), or Davies (1963), who have normalised their texts 
more. Greene normalises more than a present-day editor might (and far more than I have 
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done in the edition in Chapter 7), but nevertheless, he at least explicates what he has done, 
and expands manuscript abbreviations in italics instead of not distinguishing them at all. 
4.2.3. Troly loley
Troly loley is also classified as a carol by Greene ([1935] 1977), being in the same volume 
as Bewar. It is a praising description of a serving man, especially focusing on describing his 
fine clothes. It consists of a two-line burden repeated at its beginning and end, and eight 
stanzas. The lyric’s rhyme scheme, like Bewar’s, is extremely simple, as is common for 
carols: a-a, with the songlike refrain troly loley (and its spelling variants) inserted after each 
line: 
(5) His dublett is of fyne satyne, 
Troly, lolye, 
Hys shertt well mayd and tryme, 
Troly, lolye. (Greene [1935] 1977: 272)
‘His doublet is of precious satin / His shirt well made and smart’
The troly loley refrain was extremely common during the period (Robbins 1955: 238; see 
Ritson [1790] 1829: 8). Chambers and Sidgwick ([1907] 1947: 339), while commenting on 
an unrelated lyric, describe the refrain as belonging to “the class of nonsense or 
onomatopœic refrains”. It is clearly a refrain springing from musical origins. With Troly  
loley, as with Bewar, quotations will be from Greene’s ([1935] 1977) edition due to the 
reasons outlined in Section 4.2.2. 
Chapter 5. Analysis and discussion of the data: Seruyce is no herytagge?
In this chapter a multidisciplinary approach is employed in order to analyse the servant 
lyrics. The lyrics are compared and contrasted from a thematic viewpoint. A closer case 
study is made of the two versions of In a chambre, and the genre classifications of the lyrics 
are considered from the viewpoint of the fluidity of genre. Finally, the sociohistorical 
information is used to deal with some of the fundamental questions that this study seeks to 
answer, such as: how do the lyrics reflect fifteenth-century attitudes towards servants and 
servanthood? 
5.1 Themes in the lyrics
Despite their shared subject matter, the three lyrics described in Chapter 4 (of which one has 
two extant versions) are in fact rather different in several ways. One of the most obvious is 
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their structure: rhyme scheme, metre and so on (see Section 5.2 ). Another is their themes. 
This group of three lyrics can clearly be divided into two based on their thematic 
focus. On the one hand, there is the light-hearted Troly loley, sorted into “amorous carols” 
by Greene ([1935] 1977); on the other, there are Bewar and In a chambre V1 and V2, with 
their moral injunctions and the central thematic refrain seruice is noon eritage (from V1, l. 
16; Sandison 1913: 119), lamenting the insecurity of service (see also Section 5.3.3).  Two 
thematic groups are therefore applicable: amorous (Troly loley) and didactic (Bewar, In a 
chambre).48 In this section I shall first discuss Troly loley, and then move on to the didactic 
lyrics, discussing their themes also with relation to the proverbial material appearing in 
them.In this section I shall first discuss Troly loley, and then move on to the didactic lyrics, 
discussing their themes also with relation to the proverbial material appearing in them. 
Troly loley is the anomalous one of the group. It approaches its subject of servants 
from an entirely different perspective compared to the other lyrics. The rather disparaging 
Moore (1951: 179) describes the carol as “a maid’s rather insignificant praise of serving 
men”. According to him, the “rollicking” burden of this carol improves the overall “thinness 
of sentiment” displayed in it (ibid.). Troly loley may not be as specific as a maid’s praise of 
serving men, like Moore generalises it to be. However, due to the amorous attentions 
focused on the man described in the lyric, its narrator certainly appears to be female: the 
medieval perspective must be interpreted as heteronormative in this case. Example (6) 
presents some of the more overtly amorous lines of the carol: 
(6) a. His kysse is worth a [hundred pounde]49 
b. Whersoeuer he bee, he hath my hert, 
Troly, loly, 
And shall to deth depart, 
Troly, lolye. (Greene [1935] 1977: 272)
‘Wherever he is, he has my heart / And shall have till death parts us’ 
Troly loley, therefore, can be summarised as being thematically rather simple, focusing on 
describing the physical appearance of the serving man the narrator is speaking about, and 
perhaps implying an unrequited love for him in the final verse ((6b) above). An additional 
anomaly compared to the other lyrics in this small group is the fact that the narrator is 
female, professing love (even if the sentiment expressed in Troly loley is “thin”, as Moore 
(1951) judges it to be), instead of being a universalised male voice offering counsel. 
48  Greene ([1935] 1977) classifies Bewar into “satirical” carols (see Section 5.3.3). Sandison (1913) 
classifies In a chambre V1 into her category of didactic chansons d’aventure.
49 Greene supplies hundred pounde, as the square brackets reveal; he notes that the manuscript reads <Cl>, 
i.e. the Roman numeral for 100 and the abbreviation for pound (Greene [1935] 1977: 272). 
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The themes in In a chambre are very much didactic, revolving around the narrator – 
the universalised “I” – instructing his readers/hearers about the perils of service, and about 
the importance of humility. The didactic nature of the lyric can also be seen in the way it is 
constructed, occasionally directly addressing the audience: 
(7) For-þy, yong men, I you counsayle, 
Thynke þat seruice is noon eritage! (In a chambre V1, ll. 31–32; Sandison 1913: 120)
‘Therefore, young men, I counsel you, / Think that service is no inheritance!’
The themes in Bewar are very similar to those in In a chambre, especially V2, although the 
lyric is different in terms of genre. Bewar instructs a servant not to be too proud, for a lord’s 
love can change, and service can be an insecure occupation: 
(8) Wynteris wether and wommanys thowt
And lordis loue schaungit oft (Greene [1935] 1977: 226)
‘Winter’s weather and woman’s thought / And lord’s love often change’
Greene ([1935] 1977: 445) mentions that the lines in example (8) were a proverb in the 
Middle Ages (cf. Horrox [1994] 2008: 73; Section 4.2.2). In Bewar, these changeable things 
in life – winter weather, women, and being loved by one’s lord – are clearly likened to 
service. There are thematically comparable lines in almost every verse of In a chambre, 
reiterating the insecurity of service and the changeability of lords, for instance: 
(9) for lordechyppe turnus as dos þo wynde (V2, l. 63)
‘because lordship changes as the wind does’
(10) For I haff sene men yn seruyce
lyke lordes þeie haff bene Areyd 
And sone with yn a lytull brayd 
lordes hAff dyed be kynde off age
þen wex þeie pore & all dysmeyd (V2, ll. 11–15)
‘For I have seen men in service / they have been dressed like lords / and soon within a 
short while / lords have died naturally of old age / then they [i.e. the servants] become 
poor and frightened’
 Like In a chambre V2, Bewar ends with a stanza bringing up the theme of God’s service 
being the most worthy. Its final line is a twist on the refrain: Heuene to ben our erytage 
(Greene [1935] 1977: 226). The final stanzas of Bewar and In a chambre V2, however, are 
not entirely alike, although their central themes are similar. In Bewar, the narrator promises 
that God’s servants will be given precious gifts, and heaven will be their inheritance. In In a 
chambre V2, the focus is not on gifts, but on the notion that no service except God’s results 
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in security, and the Lord God never forsakes his servants (unlike other lords): 
(11) he had neuer servande þat I wiste 
þat his lordchippe was lyght to slake (V2, ll. 67–68)
‘he [God] never had a servant, that I knew of, 
who his Lordship was willing to let go’
Bewar explicitly refers to heaven; In a chambre V2 does not make an explicit reference to 
the afterlife. However, there is a clear contrast in V2 between the uncertainty of earthly 
service and the safety of service to God. V2 seems to console its audience that even though 
life on earth is fraught with uncertainty, there is no need to despair as long as one serves 
God. This was a common medieval theme. 
Another typically medieval theme in the didactic lyrics is the way they warn their 
audience against living too proudly. Bewar especially emphasises the importance of living 
according to Christian values: damne not thin sowle in non wys (Greene [1935] 1977: 226). 
Rosemary Horrox quotes this line (with the first verse of the carol; [1994] 2008b: 76), 
relating it to the notion that “[m]oralists throughout the middle ages hammered home the 
message that obedience to a superior’s commands would be no defence at the Last 
Judgement”. In other words, even though servants were supposed to obey their masters, 
they should still listen to their own moral judgement if they were to escape the wrath of 
God. Themes such as this contribute to making the lyrics clearly medieval in tone, not early 
modern, even though language-wise (as mentioned in Section 4.1.2), In a chambre V2, at 
least, is transitional ME, on the borders of ME and EModE. 
According to Greene ([1935] 1977: 445), service is no heritage was “one of the 
commonest and longest-lived of medieval proverbs”. E.g. Hoccleve uses it in The Regiment 
of Princes (l. 841). Using a well-known moral or saying as a burden seems to have been a 
relatively common practice in carols. Greene ([1935] 1977: clxxii) mentions more carols 
that also utilise proverbs, whether in their burdens or in the stanzas. 
The proverb occurs in several later texts. That service is no heritage (in later texts, the 
final word is often inheritance) is indeed a proverb is reflected in its prevalence in 
collections of proverbs from the seventeenth century on. There are many other texts that 
also include the proverb, ranging from cookery books to letters to a volume of Punch 
magazine; examples of these can be found by performing an Early English Books Online 
(EEBO) or Eighteenth-Century Collections Online (ECCO) search, or by searching Google 
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Books for the phrase. 
A specific example of a text containing the proverb is e.g. Jonathan Swift’s 
Directions to Servants from 1731, where he writes “Service is no Inheritance”.50 
Shakespeare quotes the proverb in All’s Well That Ends Well (I.iii): 
(12) Clown: [. . .] Service is no
heritage: and I think I shall never have the
blessing of God till I have issue o’ my body; for
they say barnes are blessings.
Greene ([1935] 1977: 445) as well as Chambers and Sidgwick ([1907] 1947: 363) note that 
In a chambre V1, in MS R, contains the same proverbial refrain. Chambers and Sidgwick 
also mention In a chambre V2 in MS A, as well as a poem in the sixteenth-century Bodleian 
Library MS Ashmole 48. The manuscript was edited by Thomas Wright (1860), and 
contains the following verse, from a nameless poem numbered X: 
(13) The servynge man that takythe wage,
Lett hyme not spende, but kepe for age;
For servys ys none erytage;
Therfor take hede. (Wright 1860: 30)
It can be seen from these examples (which are by no means exhaustive) that the medieval 
proverb with its theme of the insecurity of service had currency far beyond the Middle 
Ages. The examples, from Bewar to Swift’s Directions, encourage the reader to be prudent 
and not to trust to the security of service. All have the same fear of domestic insecurity 
behind them, the same acknowledgement that the life of a servant is not always easy (see 
Section 5.3.3 for a discussion of the underlying social attitudes and insecurities relating to 
this proverb). 
5.2 Genre(s) of the lyrics
In this section I shall apply theoretical concepts from genre theory (Section 3.2) to the 
practical context of the servant lyrics. First, I shall present a case study of In a chambre, 
comparing and contrasting the two versions of the lyric and exploring how it represents the 
chanson d’aventure genre. Secondly, I shall return to the group of servant lyrics as a whole, 
examining them from the viewpoints on genre suggested by Jauss (e.g. 1979, 1982) and 
Frow (2006). The notion of the fluidity of genre is important here with regard to whether it 
50 See http://www.ourcivilisation.com/smartboard/shop/swift/servant.htm. Accessed 22 April 2012. 
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is possible to categorise the lyrics into more than one genre depending on the criteria used.  
5.2.1. In a chambre V1 and V2 compared to the conventions of the chanson d’aventure
As mentioned in Section 4.1.4, In a chambre can be considered a performance of the genre 
of chanson d’aventure (cf. Frow’s (2006) terminology). How do the two versions of In a 
chambre compare with the generic conventions of the chanson d’aventure genre? How do 
the two versions of the lyric differ from each other? In some ways, In a chambre – in both 
versions – is an atypical chanson d’aventure. It lacks the nature setting of many chansons 
d’aventure, and does not mention a specific time of year or day. This is in contrast to e.g. 
the poem with the refrain “Revertere!” quoted in Davidoff (1988: 17), where the beginning 
is In a noon tijd of a somers day. However, In a chambre is still very much recognisable as 
belonging to the framing fiction tradition, and as being a representation of the chanson  
d’aventure in particular. 
The framing fiction for In a chambre consists of the first stanza. The scene is mainly 
set with the first two lines, which define the location of the lyric. As mentioned in Section 
3.2.3, chansons d’aventure often start with an as-clause, and In a chambre also conforms to 
this syntactical preference (as in example (14)). This opening framing fiction functions as 
the trigger for the horizon of expectations of a chanson d’aventure, with an adverbial of 
place (in a chawmbre) and an as-clause. 
(14) In a chawmbre as I stode
þerre lordes were & barons bold (V2, ll. 1–2)
‘In a chamber as I stood / lords and bold barons were there’
The first line immediately establishes the first-person narrator, the “general grammatical 
and anonymous ‘I’” (Jauss 1979: 195) typical of much medieval literature. The narrator of 
In a chambre is depersonalised and remote, merely serving the function of providing a 
voice for the advice offered in the lyric (see Section 5.3 for a discussion of the content of 
this advice). As Davidoff (1988: 54) argues, the universalised first-person narrator was a 
device to help the medieval audience relate personally to the lyric in question. This can be 
considered the case for In a chambre (see Section 5.3.3). 
After the first two lines, the narrator recounts seeing a knight who is wearing a hood; 
and on this hood is written or embroidered a reson ‘written sentence or verse; a motto; a 
proverb’ (MED, s.v. reson) which reads Seruyce ys none herytagge (V2, l. 8) – i.e. the 
refrain of the lyric, and indeed, the central theme of this thesis. In a chambre V1 and V2 
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belong to the group of chansons d’aventure with thematically significant refrains at the end 
of every stanza (see Davidoff 1988: 37; Section 3.2.3). Having the refrain – i.e. the core 
message – of a chanson d’aventure appear in writing is quite a common device. Davidoff 
(1988: 46) mentions the core message being written on a garment, in addition to several 
other “message-bearing symbols” such as a wall or leaves (1988: 47). Sandison (1913: 34) 
mentions chansons d’aventure where the narrator “stands among lords and ladies in a 
crowded hall to study a legend written in no secluded spot”: she seems to be referring to In 
a chambre.
The narrator then spends the rest of the lyric in contemplation of the reson, and true 
to a common convention of the chanson d’aventure, does not return to the chamber setting 
of the beginning, even in V2 with its two additional stanzas. The lyric, therefore, starts out 
with a physical setting and then abandons it in favour of didactic contemplation. 
Interestingly, however, the framing fiction and the core of the lyric in In a chambre (both 
versions) are connected to some extent, unlike many framing fiction poems (see Davidoff 
1988: 50). The connection is not maintained in any way in the core of the lyric, but it must 
be intentional that the lyric’s framing fiction setting is a chamber, with lordes and barons  
bold. The narrative setting provides a courtly household context from which it is quite 
natural to move on to discuss service. 
Despite the moral tone of In a chambre, its framing fiction is perhaps not quite 
fleshed out enough to constitute an exemplum (see Davidoff 1988: 58–59; Section 3.2.3). 
That is, the exemplum–moralitas (moral anecdote – moral lesson) structure is not entirely 
clear in this chanson d’aventure. However, even though the framing fiction of the first 
stanza does not constitute a particularly thought-out exemplum, it is still linked to the 
sermon-like structure noted by Davidoff (ibid.) as being a feature of some chansons  
d’aventure. After all, the moral core of In a chambre – the injunction “service is no 
inheritance” – is linked content-wise to its framing fiction. 
In a chambre, in both its versions, has a rhyme scheme similar to the ballade (see 
Sections 4.1.4 and 4.2.1). There are other chansons d’aventure with similar rhyme schemes 
(see Section 4.1.4), but the rhyme scheme is not a definitive feature of the genre. 
Nevertheless, it is an additional clue that In a chambre is a chanson d’aventure.  Despite 
being a somewhat atypical example of the chanson d’aventure, In a chambre (both of its 
versions) is therefore quite easy to classify as being a performance of that genre in terms of 
its formal features. Most prominent of these is the framing fiction device used at the start of 
the lyric. 
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On the whole, the differences between the two versions of In a chambre (i.e. V1 as a 
whole, and the first seven stanzas of V2) are mainly dialectal or syntactical, with not too 
many instances where there is a drastic difference in meaning. However, V1 and V2 are 
certainly distinctive versions: not a single line is identical, and there are consistent 
differences in e.g. word choice and (connectedly) dialect. For example, V2, a Northern 
witness, has the -s ending in all 3.sg verb forms: e.g. beyrs (l. 50). V1 has the -th form 
berith in that line.51 An example of a line where the two versions differ significantly in 
meaning is the following: 
(15) a. For-thy thynk on this yf þou be wyse (V1, l. 23; Sandison 1913: 119)
‘Therefore think about this, if thou be wise’
b. Forthy man thenke onþis wyse (V2, l. 23)
‘Therefore, man, think about it in this manner’
The examples are from the third stanza of the lyric, where the narrator describes the folly of 
pride: in essence, if a man becomes too haughty and does not acknowledge his neighbour 
when he is in (high) service,52 his neighbour will despise him when he has lost his stature as 
a servant. V1 compels the audience to think upon the refrain ‘if thou be wise’, whereas V2 
merely counsels the (male) audience to think ‘in this manner’. This difference is consistent: 
where V1 addresses the audience directly with the second-person singular pronoun, V2 
favours the third person singular. There is therefore much less direct address in V2. 
The versions of In a chambre, two variations of a single lyric,  are a good example 
of the mutability and “openness” (Bergner 1995) of medieval texts. They are similar in res 
but not verba (Machan 1994: 141–42; Section 4.2.1). Example (16) presents two lines that 
are identical in terms of res, but different on the level of verba (the translation of the second 
line has been generalised in order to encompass both expressions of verba): 
(16) a. For I haue sen men in seruise
Lyke lordys gon a-rayd (V1, ll. 11–12; Sandison 1913: 119)
b. For I haff sene men yn seruyce
lyke lordes þeie haff bene Areyd (V2, ll. 11–12)
‘For I have seen men in service / dressed like lords’
51 Unfortunately, the online catalogue of the Rawlinson manuscripts 
(http://www.bodley.ox.ac.uk/dept/scwmss/wmss/online/medieval/rawlinson/rawlinson-poet.html; 
accessed 22 April 2012) does not contain information about the provenance of MS R, and the manuscript 
is not in LALME. It is therefore beyond the scope of this thesis to pinpoint its dialect. 
52 V1 has the rather opaque Summan wyll noght his neghbur [. . .] knaw / when he is putt yn his seruyce 
(ll. 17–18). Examining V1 is helpful here, since the corresponding lines run: Somme man wole not hys  
neyghbour knowe / Whan he is put in hye seruice. In V2 it is possible to analyse the lines as the man being 
in the service of his neighbour, which makes for a somewhat confusing interpretation. 
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These constant small differences, dialectal and other, are a reminder of the medieval status 
of the text as a “nonwork” (Jauss 1979: 193; see Section 3.2.1). In a chambre is a good 
example of such a “nonwork”. The most obvious example of the versions being different, of 
course, is the fact that V2 has two more stanzas, with additional religious themes. However, 
the core lesson of both versions is the same. 
5.2.2. Multiple genres
Genre can be defined in many ways, depending on the theoretical standpoint one adopts. 
Some genres are clearly defined more in terms of formal features, others in terms of subject 
matter or content. I shall now consider all three lyrics – Bewar, Troly loley, and both 
versions of In a chambre – from the point of view of the fluidity of genre (see Section 
3.2.2). The lyrics have previously been presented in terms of their formal genres (Chapter 4; 
Section 5.2.1). However, there are interesting consequences if one broadens the conception 
of genre categories, with the intent of grouping the lyrics in slightly different ways. 
Attempting strict classifications of medieval genres is problematic (Hiatt 2007: 278; 
Section 3.2.2). This is due to the mutability of medieval texts, in their circle of textual 
influence and variation. This thought is very much applicable to the current context: 
viewing the servant lyrics only as distinct “representatives” of their formal genres is a rather 
restrictive point of view. Instead, it is relevant to ask whether their uses of genre (to use the 
performative terms of Frow 2006) could perhaps be multiple, and fluid instead of rigid. 
What genres do the servant lyrics perform in addition to their formal genres, if the criteria 
for genre classification are changed? At this point it is useful to provide a summary of the 
formal genres that the lyrics perform, shown in Table 3: 
Table 3. Formal genres of the lyrics
Short title Formal genre
Bewar carol 
In a chambre V1 }chanson d’aventure In a chambre V2
Troly loley carol 
All the lyrics examined in this thesis can rather easily be considered uses of two medieval 
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genres. In a chambre possesses the formal characteristics of a chanson d’aventure, as 
detailed in Section 5.2.1 above. Troly loley and Bewar have the formal characteristics of the 
carol genre, with their simple rhyme schemes and repeated burdens (see Sections 4.2.2 and 
4.2.3). In a chambre contains a framing fiction, whereas the two carols do not have framing 
fictions of any kind. However, it could be argued that their burdens (repeated at the start and 
after each stanza) are actually frames, open-ended metacommunications of another sort. 
While the lyrics can certainly be categorised as they are in Table 3, the broader 
perspective of the “openness” of medieval texts is also worth considering (see Sections 
3.2.1 and 3.2.2; also Hiatt 2007). Rather than merely seeing the three lyrics as rigid 
representations of the genres of the chanson d’aventure and the carol, it can prove useful to 
examine them from a non-formal point of view as well, and to consider the possibility of 
more fluid and dynamic genre definitions. In Section 5.1, the lyrics were grouped into two 
on a thematic basis: amorous and didactic. This thematic viewpoint can also be applied to 
genre groupings. In other words, genre can also be defined in terms of themes and content 
in addition to formal structure. 
Medieval expectations of genre can be applied to the notion of thematic genre. The 
audience of the servant lyrics – whatever that audience may have been – must have had a 
subconscious generic expectation triggered by the horizon of expectations (Jauss 1979, 
1982) of the lyrics. In effect, the words of a lyric – e.g. Bewar – would perhaps have 
triggered certain expectations from the audience, causing them to subconsciously group the 
lyric into instructional poetry. In Troly loley, the onomatopoeic refrain could have triggered 
a horizon of expectations in which the audience expected something light-hearted. 
While “amorous poetry” is too broad a term to be practical in this context (especially 
since Troly loley is the sole example of amorous themes in the servant lyrics), “didactic 
poetry” is more applicable. Instructional poetry was an important feature of medieval 
literature, and In a chambre and Bewar can clearly be seen as instructional poems, based on 
their themes of advice for servants. They also contain lexical and syntactical features 
common to instructional poetry, e.g. directly addressing the audience, as in example (17).  
(17) a. for þi yonge mene I yow conseylle 
That seruece is non heritage (In a chambre V2, ll. 31–32) 
‘because of that, young men, I counsel you / that service is no heritage’
b. If thou serue a lord of prys, 
Be not to boystous in thin seruys (Bewar; Greene [1935] 1977: 226) 
‘If you serve a noble lord, / do not be too crude53 in your service’
53 Glossed ‘violent’ by Davies (1963: 154). The word can have both these meanings (MED, s.v. boistous). 
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Table 4, a revised version of Table 3, contains the additional column of thematic genre. 
These are the multiple genres that the servant lyrics could be considered to perform. 
Table 4. Multiple genres of the lyrics
Short title Formal genre Thematic genre
Bewar carol instructional poetry
In a chambre V1 }chanson d’aventure instructional poetry
In a chambre V2
Troly loley carol amorous poetry
The difference in genres of Bewar and In a chambre from a formal viewpoint is erased 
when looking at their thematic genres; conversely, the formal similarities of Bewar and 
Troly loley are no longer a unifying characteristic when considering their contents and 
theme. In other words, different groupings are produced depending on the kind of genre 
classification employed, and there is fluidity in the interpretations that can be made. It is not 
necessary to confine the lyrics only to one genre. 
5.3 Poetical context versus historical reality 
In this section, I shall return to the sociohistorical context of fifteenth-century service, and 
employ the information provided by the historical evidence to the servant lyrics. The 
sociohistorical context can help answer questions such as the following: How do the lyrics 
reflect fifteenth-century attitudes towards servants and servanthood? Do they, in fact, do so? 
And was service “no inheritance” – in other words, was the life of a servant truly as 
insecure as two out of the three lyrics examined suggest? Why do the lyrics present such a 
negative view of servanthood? 
First of all, even though the servant lyrics are treated here as contemporaneous with 
the fifteenth-century manuscripts they appear in, this is not necessarily the case. 
Determining any chronology for secular lyrics is an extremely difficult task (see Kane 1972: 
112), since the lyrics may not originate from the period they were written down in. 
However, it is most convenient to consider the servant lyrics as representative of fifteenth-
century attitudes.54 
54 Cf. the name of Horrox’s ([1994] 2008) edited volume.
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5.3.1. Servants as presented in the lyrics
Household servants in the Middle Ages were predominantly male (Section 2.3.1), and it is 
notable that the servants addressed or described in the lyrics are clearly men. For instance, 
Troly loley is unequivocally addressed to a man, and is about men; cf. its first line (see Table 
2), and e.g. l. 5: His bonet is of fine scarlet. Bewar contains the specific servant terms 
sqwyer, yeman, and page (in the burden), all of which refer to male servants (see Section 
5.3.2 for more on these terms); and finally, In a chambre refers to yonge menne (V2, l. 31). 
It can be deduced from the noun phrase yonge menne that the entire lyric is most 
probably aimed specifically at young men – i.e. probably adolescents. This can be seen to 
relate to the concept of life-cycle service described in Section 2.3.1. The didactic lyrics 
encourage their audience to move on to other occupations, since service is no secure thing. 
There is an underlying assumption that moving on from service is a definite possibility for a 
young servant. 
Since young people (especially men) were the most prominent group employed in 
service, it is rather logical that they should be addressed in In a chambre. In addition, 
adolescents are an appropriate target for instructive poetry. As mentioned in Section 3.1.3, 
Mertes (1988: 174–75) discusses courtesy books and their use in the education of young 
members of noble households (as well as the education of young household members in 
general). It can be posited that the didactic servant lyrics – especially the more literary In a 
chambre – may have been aimed at the audience of courtesy books. These mainly provided 
practical instruction, especially in the context of serving at the table. The didactic servant 
lyrics could be seen as complementing the mainly practical instruction provided by courtesy 
books with moral instruction. Both the servant lyrics and courtesy books, however, are a 
part of didactic literature. In addition, there is a connection between courtesy books and In 
a chambre V2: MS A also contains two courtesy poems, in Qs 2 and 5 (see Appendix 1 and 
Hardman 2000: 8, 10). Thus, the readership of those courtesy poems and the didactic 
servant lyric may well have been the same in the case of MS A. 
What attitudes towards servants do the lyrics reflect? The “light-heartedness” of 
Troly loley provides an insight into rather positive attitudes towards servants in fifteenth-
century England. Troly loley, after all, is in essence a praising description. The attention paid 
to the servant’s fine clothes, done without any sense that such finery would be improper (cf. 
the sumptuary laws mentioned in Section 2.5), is in accordance with the historical fact that 
at least some servants could be dressed quite lavishly (in this case, complete with a cap or 
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bonnet of fine scarlet and a doublet of fine satin). The servant in Troly loley is clearly a 
desirable object for the narrator’s affections, despite the fact that the two are separated, as 
implied in the final stanza: Whersoeuer he bee, he hath my hert, [. . .] / And shall to deth 
depart (ll. 15–16). Another interpretation is that the speaker of the lyric is describing an 
imagined, perfect servant. 
As was mentioned in Section 2.5, there was occasionally hostility towards servants 
who were arrogant and prouder than was appropriate (see Horrox [1994] 2008b: 77). 
Although Bewar advises its audience not to be too crude or violent in service and not to 
damn their souls, the lyric does not explicitly present any negative attitudes towards 
servants. However, since there is a mention of servants being too crude or violent, that may 
well have been perceived as a negative attribute of servants. In a chambre is far more 
explicit in its condemnation of excessive pride, as can be seen in example (18) (see also 
example (19) in Section 5.3.2): 
(18) I holde hym a fole, so haue I blysse, 
That for hys seruice berith hym to hye (V2, ll. 49–50)
‘I consider him a fool, by heaven / Who when in service behaves arrogantly’
The condemnation of pride is a common medieval theme – after all, pride was one of the 
seven deadly sins – but its prevalence in In a chambre does suggest that excessive pride was 
considered to be an attribute of servants. Thus, In a chambre contains negative attitudes 
towards servants, counselling against overbearing, arrogant and inappropriate behaviour. 
5.3.2. Some lexical aspects
This section concerns some lexical aspects connected to servants in the lyrics: first, the 
instances of the words knave, page, squire and yeoman (see Section 2.3.2 for the definitions 
of these servant terms), then a collocation using these terms that appears in slightly differing 
forms in Bewar and In a chambre (both versions). 
Knave is the only word of these four which is not part of the collocation examined 
below. Knave appears in In a chambre (both versions) in one line:
(19) What is prowdur þyng or A wors
þen is A knave with owttyn drede (V2, ll. 33–34)
‘What is a more arrogant or worse thing / than a servant without reverence?’
In this rather general context, knave is most likely to simply mean ‘servant’. The word 
could also have more specific meanings, but it was mostly used as a general term for 
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‘servant’, as well as in meanings of ‘male child, boy’. Many entries in the Corpus of Middle 
English Prose and Verse (CME) imply that knave was also used in a pejorative sense; it is 
possible that there are underlying pejorative connotations also in its use in (19). 
Squire was a rather general name for ‘servant’, although it was also associated with 
military service, and possibly implied nobility. Squire only appears once in the servant 
lyrics, in Bewar’s burden (in the form sqwyer). Page implied lower status and youth: child 
servants were often pages. Pages could rise in the household hierarchy. In addition to being 
used in the collocation examined below, page also appears in In a chambre, in the context 
of a proud servant being humbled and made a page again, putt a yeyn to a page (V2, l. 28). 
The low status of pages can be clearly seen in this line. Yeoman (yeman in Bewar; the plural 
yemen appears in both versions of In a chambre) in its servant meaning was a term for a 
higher-grade servant. 
Example (20) presents the three variations of a collocation that appear in the servant 
lyrics. The collocation, in essence, consists of a noun relating to lordship/service, combined 
with the words yeoman and page. The variant forms have been emphasised in the example 
below:
(20) a. Of gret gentelye yemen and page (In a chambre V1, l. 54; Sandison 1913: 120)
b. Of grete lordes yemen & page (In a chambre V2, l. 54)
c. Bewar, sqwyer, yeman, and page (Bewar; Greene [1935] 1977: 226)
Greene ([1935] 1977: 445) mentions that the line in Bewar (20c) should be compared with 
the corresponding line in In a chambre V1 (20a). The word gentelye in V1 also refers to a 
type of servant, corresponding to the ‘gentlemen’ of the household, servants of higher rank 
(mentioned in Section 2.3.2 in connection with squire). In other words, it can be seen that 
out of the three variations of this collocation, the one in In a chambre V2 is the only one that 
does not have a servant term as the first element. The context for the line quoted above is 
that the narrator has seen many great lords/ ‘gentlemen’/squires, yeomen and pages 
suddenly lose their position (in the household). V2 has the additional implication that lords 
can lose their station in life as well as servants, but all variations of this collocation seem to 
emphasise that it is possible for people of all social stations to lose their positions. 
That this is a collocation is also evidenced by the fact that these are not the only 
occurrences of such a combination of words. Almond and Pollard (2001: 76) quote a 
fifteenth-century ballad of Robin Hood, with the lines A knyght alone to ryde, / Withoute 
squyre, yoman, or page. A proximity search of the CME mainly comes up with slightly 
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different combinations of various words for ‘servant’; however, in The Boke of Curtasye (ll. 
585–86; Furnivall [1868] 1969: 318), there is the following instruction: Þe tresurer schalle 
gyfe alkyn wage, / To squyer, ȝomon, grome, or page ‘the treasurer must give a salary / to 
squire, yeoman, groom, or page’. The servant term grome (not discussed in Section 2.3.2, 
since it does not appear in the lyrics) is inserted, but otherwise the order of the words is the 
same as in Bewar. 
5.3.3. Servanthood and insecurity
As discussed in Chapter 2 (especially Section 2.5), it seems that service in a noble 
household would have been a rather secure option in life during the Middle Ages. Servants, 
at best, were considered part of the familia of the household; they had rather good living 
standards and received material benefits such as food and board, wages and livery; it was 
possible for them to advance in the household hierarchy; and they believed that their time in 
purgatory would be diminished by the masses said in the household chapel after their death. 
Why, then, do In a chambre and Bewar so bemoan the insecurity of service? This may have 
something to do with the insecurity of life in general in the later Middle Ages. 
The relative insecurity of late medieval life – especially after the ravaging of the 
Black Death, and during the Wars of the Roses – coloured much of the literature of the time 
(see Section 2.1). Life was often related to in negative terms. This helps re-historicise the 
didactic servant lyrics, with their negative attitude towards service as an occupation. Even if 
service was in reality a rather secure occupation in late medieval society, comparing the 
servant lyrics to the general negativity prominent in the literature of the time (see Section 
3.1.2) makes the lyrics’ negative attitudes more understandable in their original context. 
Was the insecurity of service, on some level, something that most members of late 
medieval society could relate to? The impersonal narrator of In a chambre or Bewar is a 
clear literary device, and it can be proposed that the medieval audience would either have 
related to the universalised “I”, or to the audience addressed in the lyric. After all, everyone, 
no matter what their rank was, was in some form of service relationship to someone else (cf. 
Horrox’s ([1994] 2008b: 61) claim of service being the “dominant ethic of the middle 
ages”; see Chapter 2). The prevalence of service is acknowledged in In a chambre too, as in 
example (21): 
(21) Neuer þo lesse yett most men serve (V2, l. 57)
‘Nevertheless, most men serve’
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Even at the highest levels of society, there was still the ultimate lordship of God to take into 
account. And, as In a chambre V2 and Bewar point out, God is the one lord who will never 
forsake his servants, but who will provide them with yyftes most of pryse (Bewar, l. 15; 
Greene [1935] 1977: 226). His servants will receive heaven as their inheritance (as in 
the final line of Bewar). 
Greene ([1935] 1977) places Bewar amongst “satirical carols” in his collection. By 
characterising Bewar as a satirical carol, Greene presents his own interpretation of it. 
However, defining the carol as “satirical” is somewhat problematic. Greene does not give 
any reasons for his classification; Bewar is just one of many carols included in the 
“satirical” group. In a chambre can in many ways be considered a more “literary” working 
of themes that also appear in the more orally oriented Bewar. It could therefore be 
suggested that In a chambre is satirical as well. DIMEV also lists In a chambre under the 
subject of “satire”. However, despite this, I do not consider the satirical approach a very 
likely possibility for the didactic lyrics. Examining the historical, generic and literary 
contexts of the servant lyrics presents a world in which nothing is certain, even though 
service did have many benefits. The worldview of negativity and the insecurity of service 
evidenced in the lyrics seems at odds with the rather good social status enjoyed by 
household servants in the fifteenth century. The lyrics seem to present the status of servants 
as more insecure than it actually was, but the tone remains serious, not satirical. 
The didactic lyrics thus present a more negative view of service compared to the 
historical reality. This attitude may in part be explained by the influence of the negativity 
present in late medieval literature and medieval culture in general: since all earthly life was 
subject to the quirks of fortune, only God’s service could be trusted. The servant lyrics 
predominantly present a world where it is possible for anyone to lesen here offece sodenly 
(In a chambre V2, l. 55). This is reminiscent of the image of the wheel of fortune (see 
Section 2.1), the symbol for the inexorable changeability of fifteenth-century life. 
Chapter 6. Conclusions and further research
If one wishes to analyse ME literature, understanding the historical context is vital. The 
servant lyrics offer an interesting perspective into the intersections between literary history, 
genre theory, and the study of medieval social history. They have relevance e.g. as 
indicators of social attitudes. Mertes suggests that “the affective relationships of masters and 
servants still remain among the most difficult areas of research for the household scholar” 
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(1988: 180). One way in which it is possible to gain an insight into these affective 
relationships is by examining examples of fifteenth-century literature. Looking at 
anonymous poems instead of the canon of medieval literature is also fruitful, since 
anonymous texts form the bulk of ME literature. 
In a small qualitative study such as this, it is of course not possible to make any 
definite conclusions. However, a multidisciplinary approach to the servant lyrics can 
provide some additional observations of the attitudes and realities of life in a late medieval 
noble household. The servant lyrics seem to describe servants in a way that does not 
conflict with the historical facts: as male, young, and in need of instruction.  With regard to 
fifteenth-century attitudes towards servants, both positive and negative attitudes are to be 
found, although the negative attitudes are more prevalent. 
According to the historical evidence, service was a secure occupation in the Middle 
Ages, with many more benefits than disadvantages. Service was something that everyone 
did; the rhetoric of service is also prominent in the religious context. Lords and servants, at 
least on a fundamental level, lived in a similar world of constant change and uncertainty. 
This is reflected in the lyrics. The lyrics seem to reflect a late medieval worldview rather 
than the historical reality, and the themes in the lyrics relate to medieval concerns. 
With regard to genre theory, it is fruitful and interesting to consider the possibility of 
the three late ME servant lyrics existing in more than one genre simultaneously, depending 
on the approach adopted. A perspective such as this is consistent with the view of genre 
adopted in this thesis: genre as fluid and dynamic. 
Thorlac Turville-Petre has said: “It is still true that in most cases Middle English 
literature exists within only the haziest of contexts” (Turville-Petre 1983: 125). 
Contextualisation is a challenge for verses dealing with servants and service. However, in 
this thesis I hope to have created a solid context for the three lyrics: Bewar, In a chambre 
and Troly loley. It is possible to gain some insight into medieval servanthood through the 
perspectives applied here. 
It is more than likely that there is much more material in existence similar to that of 
the three lyrics that have been examined here. One such instance known to myself is a poem 
in Bodleian Library MS Arch. Selden B. 24, f. 229r, beginning My frende gif thou will be a 
seruiture. This poem (IMEV number 2242) is listed under the subject of “servants 
(instructions to)” in IMEV . It has not been edited, and it was not possible to edit or analyse 
this poem in the context of this MA thesis. However, it is certainly something to pay 
attention to if considering a broader study of servanthood in medieval English literature. 
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Another poem, in DIMEV (number 3502.3) is listed under “servants (advice to; instructions 
to)”. It is extremely short: the poem consists of a mere three couplets. However, it continues 
with the themes of household governance and how various servants in a household should 
behave. An index search of the British Library manuscript catalogue55 produces two 
additional medieval poems concerning servants. Kail (1904: 6–9) contains a chanson  
d’aventure that also deals with themes of service and its rewards, although from a different 
perspective compared to the servant lyrics studied here. The medieval courtesy books and 
similar instructional manuals could also be examined further from the perspective of 
servanthood, connecting them even more to the servant lyrics. 
In addition, there are features of the servant lyrics that could be studied using a more 
linguistic approach: e.g. the etymology of the servant terminology and how the French 
influence on the nomenclature reflects cultural aspects. It can thus be seen that there is 
plenty of material for further research. This small study on servanthood in late ME poetry 
has made an opening for exploring the subject with additional evidence from the late 
medieval period. 
Chapter 7. The edition: National Library of Scotland MS Advocates 19.3.1, ff. 91r–92v
The final chapter of this thesis contains both a transcription and an edition of In a chambre  
V2. In addition, a translation of In a chambre V2 into Present-Day English is included. See 
Appendix 2 for images of the original manuscript. 
7.1 Transcription and editorial principles 
I have included two versions of In a chambre V2 in this edition thesis, since both are useful, 
but for rather different purposes. My general principles for both are governed by a desire for 
openness and transparency. However, different methods have been employed and different 
decisions made regarding the transcription and the edition. In order to clarify the reasoning 
behind both versions as much as possible, the principles are therefore presented separately 
in the following sections. 
7.1.1. Transcription principles
The transcription of In a chambre V2 (Section 7.2) is intended to be as faithful a 
representation of the manuscript witness as it has been possible to achieve in the medium of 
55 See http://www.bl.uk/catalogues/manuscripts/INDEX.asp. Accessed 22 April 2012. The manuscripts in 
question are British Library MSS Sloane 2027 and Sloane 1315. 
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printed text. The transcription is mainly intended for a scholarly audience familiar with 
medieval texts, wishing to study the text from a more palaeographical or linguistic 
perspective. Abbreviations have not been expanded in this transcription, but instead are 
represented with corresponding symbols. Knowledge about medieval scripts is therefore 
needed in order to be able to interpret the text. I shall not discuss the special symbols here in 
detail, since the audience of the transcription is expected to be familiar with them. The 
transcription has been done in the Junicode typeface, designed for medievalists by Peter 
Baker.56 This font includes most of the symbols needed for an adequate representation of the 
abbreviations, ligatures and other special symbols found in the text. Despite its aim at 
faithful representation, the transcription is no real substitute for the manuscript itself: this, 
too, is an interpretation, even though it is closer to the original than the edition is. 
Vertical strokes within the text have been represented with <|>. Otiose strokes 
running through letters (e.g. in word-final <ll>) have been represented with strikethrough 
(e.g. <ll>) when this most accurately represents the manuscript text. In this transcription – 
unlike in the edition – I have marked both otiose and meaningful strokes (i.e. strokes that I 
consider to stand for abbreviations), i.e. not making interpretations as to which are otiose, 
which meaningful (unlike in the edition; see Section 7.1.2 below). Strokes considered otiose 
in the edition are usually mere hairline strokes in the manuscript. All word-final macrons, 
otiose or standing for a nasal or a vowel, have been represented with simple macrons (e.g. l. 
11, <mē>) regardless of the precise shape in the manuscript. 
“Dotted i”, i.e. with a hairline stroke over the graph, has been marked as <í>; the 
variant without a dot is simply <i>. I have distinguished between Secretary single-
compartment <ɑ> and Anglicana two-compartment <a>. The distinction between “tall s” < 
> and the rounded <s> forms has been maintained. However, I have not further 
distinguished between “sigma s” and “kidney-shaped s” (see Section 4.1.3). The different 
<r> graphs have not been differentiated, nor have the two different types of <g> (again, see 
Section 4.1.3). 
Stanza divisions have not been introduced, since the manuscript does not have them. 
Punctuation (i.e. the occasional punctus) has been retained (represented with a full stop 
<.>). Any additional issues or features have been commented on separately in the 
transcription. 
56 See http://junicode.sourceforge.net/. Accessed 22 April 2012. 
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7.1.2. Editorial principles
As was discussed in Section 3.3, editors should consider the audience that their edition is 
intended for. As Tim William Machan has stated (1994: 182–83), “the answer to the 
question How should this work be edited? ought to be For whom and for what purposes?”. 
This edition (Section 7.3), of an anonymous ME lyric extant also in one other manuscript, 
has slightly different audience expectations compared to the transcription of the lyric. 
Whereas the transcription, as stated in the previous section, is aimed at a scholarly audience 
familiar with the field of palaeography, the edition of In a chambre V2 is meant for an 
audience less familiar with that field, e.g. historians or literary scholars. Despite that, this is 
not a normalised edition: I have still tried to keep the text as close to the manuscript as 
possible, while still remaining accessible. The level of interpretation is higher than in the 
transcription, however. 
The medieval graphs (i.e. letters) thorn <þ> and yogh <ȝ> have been preserved; 
other graphs are represented by modern forms. Allographs (e.g. “tall s” vs. “sigma s”) have 
been conflated into single graphemes (e.g. <s>). Words struck through for deletion in the 
manuscript have been represented with strikethrough (thus). Superscript letters are enclosed 
in slashes: e.g. \ n/. Tironian et has been represented with an ampersand (&). 
Abbreviations have been expanded in italics. Superscripted letters not standing for 
abbreviations have been lowered (l. 51, the definite article þo); these instances have been 
remarked on in the notes. The curved strokes at the end of many words (e.g. þyng, l. 33; 
con, l. 41) have mainly been interpreted as otiose, not graphemic (i.e. marking 
abbreviations, in this case; see Rogos 2010). This is because In a chambre V2 is such a late 
Middle English text, and because it also has a high proportion of words with the final -e  
written out (e.g. drede, l. 34). However, there are some word-final macrons or hooks that I 
have interpreted as abbreviations, since they are slightly differently shaped or more 
prominent as strokes, as opposed to the hairline strokes interpreted as otiose. 
The edition follows the original punctuation and capitalisation of the manuscript. 
Anglicana <a> ascending above the baseline has been transcribed as capital <A> even in 
cases where it does not appear to represent a capital in the modern sense. <ff> in the 
manuscript has been interpreted as a capital (as per common medieval and later practice). 
Word divisions in the edition have been left as they are in the manuscript. One major 
change has been made: whereas the manuscript has no stanza separation, I have divided the 
lyric into its nine stanzas. Due to the regular structure of the chanson d’aventure with a 
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refrain, it is simple to see the stanza breaks, even though they are not indicated in the 
manuscript. Any further relevant features have been commented on in footnotes (although 
see Section 7.2, the transcription, for additional comments on some features). 
 
 7.2 Transcription of In a chambre V2 
 [f. 91r]
Ī ɑ chɑwmbrꝰ ɑs I ﬅode . 
þꝰre lordꝭ werꝰ  bɑrons57 bold
I ɑw ɑ knyȝt werꝰ on|A hode 
A reon wryton on all off gold
5 Thɑt word fɑst I cɑn be hold 
Wheþꝰ it were engliche or whɑt lɑngɑge 
yt wɑs þe | word þt I off told 
Seruyce ys none herytɑgge 
þɑt word I cɑn fɑﬅ deuye
10 And þoght it was o|thly ɑid 
[f. 91v]
ffor I hɑff ene mē yn ẜuyce
lyke58 lordꝭ þeiʕ hɑff bene Areyd 
And one wt yn ɑ lytull brɑyd 
lordꝭ hAff dyed be kynɖ off ɑge
15 þē wex þeiʕ pore  ɑll dymeyd 
ffor ẜuyce ys none herytɑge 
Summ wyll nogt59 his neghb2 kɑ\n/w60 knɑw
57 This Secretary single-compartment <a> looks extremely similar to an <o>, and may in fact be the latter 
(in which case the scribe has made a mistake).
58 The initial <l> here could be considered a capital letter: the ascender is split in two, making it a more 
decorative graph. The <l> at the start of l. 14 is quite different in shape. 
59Here (and in similar cases throughout the text) there is a single horizontal stroke continuing from <g> to 
<t>, thus cutting through <h>. I have represented it thus, since it is only <h> where the stroke is otiose. 
60This word has been struck through; it is also dotted underneath for deletion (i.e. the practice of 
subpunction). Why has this double deletion been employed? On the next folio, on l. 35, there is a similar 
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when he ís putt yn his ẜuyce . 
when he is owt  ys full law
20 Then wyll his neghb2 hȳ dypyce
Then most he hȳ porely dygye . 
And ɑbɑte hís prowɖ corɑge . 
fforthy m thenke onþis wye . 
That ẜuyce ís non heretɑge 
25 To ẜuyce neuꝰ m truﬅ I rede . 
No long2 þen he mey trɑueyll 
ffor when he mey nott ﬅɑnd yn61 ﬅede  
Nor nogt his mayﬅ
2 he mey Avɑyle 
Then wyll h62ís mayﬅ2 wt owttn 63 feyle 
30 wax were   wt drawe hís wage
for þi yong64 men65 I yow coneylle 
That ẜuece ís nō herítage 
[f. 92r] 
What ís prowd2 þyng or A wors
þen is A knave wt owttyn drede 
35 he66 wā he ís on hís mayﬅ2 hors
To herkon þís chall be hís mede
type of deletion, so it seems that this is merely the style that is used by Heege and his co-scribes. This 
type of deletion is also used elsewhere in the manuscript. 
The reason for the deletion on l. 17 is worthy of note, however. In the deleted word, above the 
letter <a>, there is a superscript letter, <n>. It seems that scribe B has attempted to correct <kaw> to 
<knaw> by adding the superscript letter. The scribe has attempted to indicate the position of <n> by 
adding two small vertical lines underneath and between the relevant letters. However, the correction has 
not succeeded either, because B has added the vertical lines below the downward stroke of <a> and the 
first stroke of <w>, instead of between <k> and <a>. After this attempted correction, the word has been 
struck through, and the correct word written after it. 
61 The descenders of <d> in <stand> and <y> in <yn> are connected. 
62 Here there is a change of scribe from B to Heege. See corresponding note in Section 7.3.  
63This macron is more of a hook, drawn with a bold stroke; this can be considered an abbreviation. 
64This macron is very clearly drawn, and can be considered an abbreviation. 
65 This macron is also very clear. 
66There is also subpunction beneath this word: in effect, triple deletion. 
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he chall A lyg h t67  o god me pede
And be putt a yeyn to a page 
for þey wíll not take gud hede 
40 That ẜuece ís non  heritage68 
wele ís hy þ
t con a crafte
yf he will ve ít more or lae
yef hís ẜvece be hy be Rafte
he mey trawell ín clen|nee
45 And lyf ín hoe wt owtton diﬅree69
for cō̄nȳḡ70 ís A ecur ﬅage
And ẜvíce as no ycurnee 
þen þenke þt ẜuece is no herítage 
I holde hȳ a folo o have I blee 
50 þat ín his ẜvíce beyrs hym to hye
And namly ín þo worlde þt now ís
þat euʕy day turn wondurly
for I con euʕy day Apye
Of grete lordes yem̄ē71  page
[f. 92v]
55 leen herꝰ offece odenly
for ẜvice ís non  heritage
Neuꝰ72 þo lee yett mot m̄ē ẜve
67The stroke running over this word is a single stroke, and otiose. Heege seems to favour such a stroke in 
word-final instances of <ght>; cf. ll. 68 and 70. 
68 Between <non> and <heritage>, the letter <a> has been blotted out. 
69 <re> is slightly smudged, possibly due to water damage. There is an identical smudge on f. 92v, l. 68, 
<is> in the word <his>. 
70 The strokes over <co> and <yg> are single strokes, not separate as they appear here. 
71There is in fact only one stroke over both graphs. 
72The capital <N> is different compared to the other instances of capital <N> in the text, which are mostly 
simply big versions of the minuscule forms. In this line the capital is more reminiscent of earlier Gothic 
graphs. 
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And þeí þat ẜve have þís ín mynde
yee ^\wot/ not how one ye mey ouʕswarve
60 And for yowrꝰ ẜvice be by hynde
þere fore be trewe corteye  kynde 
And helpe yowre elfe wt maryage
for lordechye turn as dos þo wynde 
And ẜvyce is non heritage
65 þerꝰ ís no ẜvíce vn to tríte 
Safe only goddꝭ I vnd2 take
he had neuꝰ ẜvande þt I wíﬅe 
þat hís lordchie was lygh t73 to lake
hís ẜvande wílle he not for ake 
70 þogh t74 he wax pore  farꝰ ín Age
for þís Avavnte I darꝰ wele make
hís ẜvíce ís gud heritage
 
Eplícít75 
7.3 Edition of In a chambre V2
[f. 91r]
In a chawmbre as I stode . 
þerre lordes were & barons bold
73See l. 37, note 67. 
74See l. 37, note 67. 
75 This is a clear case of scribal eye-skip. The word should read <Explicit>, with an <x>. It is followed by 
several indistinct scribbles, most of which cannot be construed to be letters of any sort. A <p> can be 
distinguished near the right margin of the page.
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I saw a knyȝt were on76A hode 
A reson wryton on all off gold
5 That word fast I can be hold 
Wheþer it were engliche or what langage 
yt was þe77 word þat I off told 
Seruyce ys none herytagge 
þat word I can fast deuyse
10 And þoght it was so78thly said 
[f. 91v]
For I haff sene men yn seruyce
Lyke lordes þeie haff bene Areyd 
And sone with yn a lytull brayd 
lordes hAff dyed be kynde off age
15 þen wex þeie pore & all dysmeyd 
For seruyce ys none herytage 
Summan wyll noght his neghbur ka\n/w79 knaw
when he is putt yn his seruyce . 
when he is owt & ys full law
20 Then wyll his neghbur hym dyspyce
Then most he hym porely dysgyse . 
And abate his prowde corage . 
Forthy man thenke onþis wyse . 
That seruyce is non heretage 
76 There is a vertical stroke between <on> and <A>. <on|A> It seems to be an attempt to indicate that they 
are indeed two separate words despite having been written close together in the manuscript. 
77 There is another vertical stroke between these words: <þe | word>. These words are not very close to 
each other, however.
78 There is a vertical stroke between <o> and <t> similar to that in ll. 3 and 7, but here it seems to be a 
mistake, since it does not indicate word boundary. 
79 This word has subpunction in addition to being struck through. See corresponding note in Section 7.2. 
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25 To seruyce neuer man trust I rede . 
No longur þen he mey traueyll 
For when he mey nott stand yn stede  
Nor noght his maystur he mey Avayle 
Then wyll h80is maystur with owttne feyle 
30 wax were &81 with drawe his wage
for þi82 yonge mene I yow conseylle 
That seruece is non heritage 
[f. 92r]
What is prowdur þyng or A wors
þen is A knave with owttyn drede 
35 he83 whan84 he is on his maystur hors
To herkon þis schall be his mede
he schall A lyght so god me spede
And be putt a yeyn to a page 
for þey will not take gud hede 
40 That seruece is non heritage 
wele is hym þat con a crafte
yf he will vse it more or lasse
yef his servece be hym be Rafte
he mey trawell in clen85nesse
45 And lyf in hose with owtton distresse
for connyng is A secur stage
80 Here, mid-word, there is a change of scribe from B to Heege. There is a marked difference in ductus, 
size of text, evenness of flow, etc. <h> is clearly still in B’s hand, but <is> is in Heege’s hand. Heege has 
a far more regular and angular hand than scribe B.  
81 There is an otiose stroke above the Tironian et. This is quite a common feature for the period.
82 <i> superscripted. 
83 <he> has been struck through twice and dotted underneath for deletion. This is a case of eyeskip: Heege 
has seemingly initially skipped a word in the exemplar. 
84 The second graph in this word (<h>) is smudged; this is due to Heege having erroneously written an 
<a> first and then writing <h> on top of it, resulting in the smudge.
85 There is another vertical stroke between the two <n> graphs: <n|n>. This one cannot be to divide two 
words (although it does separate the stem of the word from its suffix), and may well be otiose. 
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And service as no sycurnesse 
þen þenke þat seruece is no heritage 
I holde hym a folo86 so have I blesse 
50 þat in his service beyrs hym to hye
And namly in þo87 worlde þat now is
þat euery day turnus wondurly
for I con euery day Aspye
Of grete lordes yemen & page
[f. 92v]
55 lesen here offece sodenly
for service is non heritage
Neuer þo88 lesse yett most men serve
And þei þat serve have þis in mynde
yee89 \wot/ not how sone ye mey ouerswarve
60 And for yowre service be by hynde
þere fore be trewe corteyse & kynde 
And helpe yowre selfe with maryage
for lordechyppe turnus as dos þo90 wynde 
And servyce is non heritage
65 þere is no service vn to triste 
Safe only goddes I vndur take
he had neuer servande þat I wiste 
þat his lordchippe was lyght to slake
his servande wille he not for sake 
86 This should read fole ‘fool’, but the final graph is clearly <o>.
87 <o> superscripted.
88 <o> superscripted.
89There is a caret between <yee> and <not>, indicating where the superscripted <wot> should be inserted. 
90 <o> superscripted. 
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70 þoght91 he wax pore & fare in Age
for þis Avavnte I dare wele make
his service is gud heritage
 
Eplicit92 
7.4 Translation of In a chambre V2
The following translation is intended for those less familiar with ME, as a way of 
assisting comprehension of the text. This translation is not intended to be word-for-
word, but as a prose paraphrase of the stanzas (which have been numbered here). The 
Glossary provided at the end of this thesis contains the more specific or difficult words 
in the text, and can be used to make sense of the parts that remain opaque.  
1. As I stood in a chamber, lords and bold barons were there. I saw a knight wearing on 
his hood a proverb written in gold. I quickly looked at the words; whether they were in 
English or whichever language, it was the group of words that I talked about: service is 
no inheritance. 
2. I quickly observed that group of words and thought what they said was true; for I 
have seen men in service dressed like lords. And soon, in a short while, the lords have 
naturally died of old age. Then the servants become poor and frightened, for service is 
no inheritance. 
3. Some man refuses to know his neighbour when he is put in his service; but when he 
is out of service and is low in rank, his neighbour will feel contempt for him. Then he 
must disguise himself poorly and diminish his arrogant heart. Because of that, man, 
think about it in this manner: service is no inheritance. 
4. My counsel is that man should never trust to service. No longer will he be able to 
work; for when he is no longer of advantage, and is not profitable to his master in any 
way, then his master, without a doubt, will grow weary and withdraw his wage. Because 
of that, young men, I counsel you that service is no inheritance. 
5. What is a more arrogant or a worse thing than a knave without fearful reverence? 
91 þogh, without a final <t>, is probably intended. 
92 The word should be Explicit, with an <x>. This becomes even clearer when comparing to other in-
stances of the word in the rest of the manuscript, where the <x> is clearly visible, descending below the 
baseline.  
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When he is on his master’s horse, it would benefit him to pay attention to this: he shall 
dismount, so God help me, and be appointed a page again. For they will not consider 
that service is no inheritance. 
6. It is a good thing for him who knows a trade, if he will use his skills more or less. If 
his service is taken away from him, he will be able to work with sinlessness, and live in 
a house without misfortune. For skill in a profession is a secure condition, and service 
has no security. Then think that service is no inheritance. 
7. I consider him a fool, by heaven, who when he is in service behaves arrogantly, 
especially in the world that now is, which changes marvellously every day. Every day I 
can observe great lords, yeomen and pages suddenly lose their official employment and 
station in life, for service is no inheritance. 
8. Nevertheless, most men serve, and they that serve should bear this in mind: you 
cannot know how soon you may be turned aside and left behind because of your service. 
Therefore be loyal, courteous and kind, and help yourself with marriage; because 
patronage changes like the wind, and service is no inheritance. 
 9. There is no service resulting in security except God’s, I declare. He never had a 
servant, that I know of, who his Lordship was willing to let go. He will not abandon his 
servant, even though the servant were to grow poor and advanced in age. I dare to make 
this boast: his service is a good inheritance. 
Explicit93 
93 In keeping with the medieval propensity for framing texts, it was common for texts in a manuscript to 
be explicitly marked as ended; an explicit is “an announcement or explanation made by a scribe at the 
conclusion of a specific text or textual unit”, and derives from the Latin explicitus est ‘it is unrolled’, 
originally being applied to the context of scrolls (Beal 2008: s.v. explicit). 
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Glossary
This glossary has been compiled in order to explicate the less transparent words in In a 
chambre V2 (based on guidelines suggested in e.g. Moffat 1998a). It does not attempt to 
include all the words that appear in the lyric; instead, attention has been paid to those 
words or word-forms that may be unfamiliar or misleading to the reader. Definitions are 
based on the MED and OED. The spellings found in MS A do not always appear in 
these dictionaries, and one word (ouerswarve, l. 59) does not appear as a lemma at all, 
in any variant spelling. 
Alternate spellings appearing in the text are given in alphabetical order. Verbs 
are given in the infinitive (despite the fact that there are not many infinitive forms in the 
text itself), nouns in the nominative. Word division and capitalisation have been 
normalised here, unlike in the edition. 
A list of abbreviations used in this glossary is given below:
3. third person  
adj. adjective
adv. adverb
aux. auxiliary
comp. comparative
conj. conjunction
def. art. definite article
intrans. intransitive 
n. noun
pl plural
pt. past tense
ppl. past participle
prep. preposition
pres. present tense
refl. reflexive 
sb. somebody
sg singular
sth. something
trans. transitive
v. verb
abaten v. trans. to diminish (sth.); to lessen (a state or condition). 
alyghten v. intrans. to dismount; to descend from a position. 
areyd ppl. see areyen. 
areyen v. trans. to equip, to dress, to provide (with clothing). 
aspyen v. trans. to notice, observe. 
avavnte n. boast. 
avaylen v. trans. to help; to be profitable to, increase the income of (sb.). 
ayeyn adv. again. 
berafte ppl. see bereven. 
bereven v. trans. to take (sth.) away, esp. by violence. 
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beyren v. refl. to conduct oneself, behave; ~ hym to hye, behave proudly, be arrogant. 
beyrs 3sg. pres. see beyren. 
blesse n. eternal joy, spiritual exultation; so have I ~, may I have eternal joy!, by 
heaven!. 
brayd n. a moment; a lytull ~, a short while. 
byhynde prep. (to stay or be left) behind (sb., i.e. after their departure or death). 
clennesse n. sinlessness, uprightness, integrity. 
connyng n. competence or skill in a profession. 
conseyllen v. trans. to counsel, advise, instruct (sb.); to give advice. 
corage n. heart, spirit; temperament. 
corteyse adj.  polite, courteous; deferential. (See also Section 5.3.2.)
crafte n. trade, occupation. 
deuysen v. trans. to inspect (sth.), observe, look upon; to reflect upon, consider (sth.).
distresse n. a circumstance causing anxiety or hardship; misfortune, distress. 
drede n. fear; reverence. 
dysgysen v. trans. to disguise (sb., oneself) by altering clothes or appearance. 
dysmeyd adj. frightened, perturbed. 
dyspycen v. trans. to despise; to regard as inferior; to feel contempt for (sth.). 
feyle n. failure. with owttne ~, without a doubt. 
fole n. foolish, ignorant person. 
folo n. see fole.  
forsaken v. trans. to abandon, to cast out. 
forthy conj. therefore, because of that. 
gud adj. good. 
haff v. aux. to have. 
hede n. attention, notice; taken ~, pay attention to (sth.), consider. 
herkon v. trans. to take heed; to listen attentively. 
heretage, heritage, herytage, herytagge n. inheritance; spiritual inheritance; gift; one’s 
station in life. 
hode n. hood, attached to an outer garment or worn as a separate head covering.
holden v. trans. to consider, regard (sb. or sth.) as (sth.). 
hose n. house. 
knave n. a male servant, attendant, messenger; general term for male servant. (See also 
Section 2.3.2.)
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kynde adj. kind, honourable (l. 61). (See also Section 5.3.2.) 
kynde n. the natural temperament of a person; here: be ~, naturally (l. 14).
lasse, lesse adj. comp. less. 
law adj. low in rank or social status. 
lesen v. trans. to lose (one’s office, land, etc.), be deprived of (sth.). 
lordchippe, lordechyppe n. the patronage, protection or favour bestowed by a person 
of high office; the person of a man of high social status (usually in direct address). 
lyght adj. willing. 
maystur n. master; a superior in a hierarchy. In the text the gen. is the same as the nom. 
form of the word. 
mede n. benefit, advantage; spiritual reward. 
namly adv. especially. 
offece n. official employment; one’s station in life. 
ouerswarven94 v. trans. to cause to turn aside, go away, depart. The stem of this word 
(MED, s.v. swerven ‘to depart’; cf. also OED, s.v. swerve, v.) is intensified by the 
prefix ouer (MED, s.v. ōver), which can accompany verbs of motion, and can also 
have a sense of “passing across overhead, and so ‘away, off’” (OED, s.v. over, 
prefix). This compound word is not in the MED or the OED; however, cf. verbs 
such as overthrow, overturn for a similar type of compound. 
page n. a young male servant; the lowest-ranking servant in a household, performing a 
variety of tasks. (See also Section 2.3.2.)
prowd adj. arrogant, haughty; guilty of the sin of pride. 
putten v. trans. to appoint (sb., to a position). 
reden v. trans. to believe; to counsel, advise. 
reson n. a written sentence or verse, esp. embroidered on something; a motto; a proverb, 
saying .
safe prep. except. 
seruece, seruyce, servece, service, servyce n. the occupation or work of an attendant 
servant, attendance on a person or on God; service in a household, domestic 
service; service or employment in a lord’s court. 
servande n. servant. 
slaken v. trans. to release, let go. 
94 I would like to thank Docent Matti Kilpiö for his invaluable help with deciphering the meaning of this 
word. 
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speden v. trans. to help. 
stage n. state, condition. 
stede n. an advantage; standen yn ~, to be of advantage to (sb.). 
summan n. some man. 
sycurnesse n. security, freedom from danger; certainty; stability. 
traueyllen, trawellen v. intrans. to work for wages or subsistence; to work at one’s 
profession. 
trewe adj. loyal, steadfast. (See also Section 5.3.2.)
triste n. security; confidence, reliance. 
turnen v. intrans. to turn away; to change. 
turnus 3sg. pres. see turnen. 
þo def. art. the.
þyng n. here: a state (of being); a vice, a sin.
vndurtaken v. intrans. to declare, affirm. 
vnto prep. here: resulting in. 
waxen v. intrans. to become. 
were adj. weary, tired. 
wex 3.pl. pt. see waxen. 
with owttne, ~ owtton, ~ owttyn prep. without. 
wondurly adv. marvellously, gloriously. 
word n. here: a word or group of words as represented in graphic form, e.g. embroidery.
wyse n. manner, way; onþis ~, in this manner. 
yef conj. if. 
yeman, (pl.) yemen n. free-born male servant in a noble household, usually of a higher 
rank; an officer in a department of the household. (See also Section 2.3.2.)
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Appendix 1: Contents of National Library of Scotland MS Advocates 19.3.1
The following broadly summarises the contents of MS A. Since the manuscript is divided 
into booklets, the division is followed here. See Hardman (2000: 7–13) for a full list of the 
manuscript’s contents.
Q. 1: A comedic romance; a parodic prose sermon; nonsense verse. 
Q. 2: A romance; a courtesy poem. 
Q.3: Prose life of St Catherine; an indulgence. 
Q.4: A romance; a mass book; a Nativity carol; nonsense verses; a fragment of a lyric; 
excerpt from Lydgate’s Fall of Princes; proverbs; rhyming proverbs; an 
instructional poem on proper terms of carving; a fragment of a charm; proper terms 
of hunting; a medical receipt; a lyric to the Virgin; a historical poem.
Q.5:  A romance; a courtesy poem; a medical receipt. 
Q.6: A religious lyric; a Latin couplet; an indulgence; a religious lyric; a chanson 
d’aventure, fragment; Servis is no heritage; two religious chansons d’aventure; a 
religious lyric; an indulgence. 
Qs 7, 8, 9: The Vision of Tundale, a visionary religious poem. 
Q.10: Two religious lyrics; a lyric on what was originally a blank page; a list of 
expenditures; a religious lyric; didactic verses; rhyming precepts. 
Qs 11, 12, 13: Excerpt from Lydgate’s Life of Our Lady; a prayer against bleeding; more 
excerpts from Life of Our Lady; a religious carol; prognostications for the year; part 
of The Vision of Tundale; plainchant notation for a Kyrie. 
Appendix 2: Images of National Library of Scotland MS Advocates 19.3.1, ff. 91r–92v
The following folios from the manuscript are reproduced in the printed version of this 
thesis. I gratefully acknowledge the Trustees of the National Library of Scotland for 
granting the permission to reproduce these images. 
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Due to reasons of copyright, 
this image cannot be reproduced in the electronic version of this thesis. 
Advocates 19.3.1, f. 91r
91
Due to reasons of copyright, 
this image cannot be reproduced in the electronic version of this thesis. 
Advocates 19.3.1, f. 91v
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Due to reasons of copyright, 
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Advocates 19.3.1, f. 92v
